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The Verdi Archive at New York University: A LIst of Verdi's Music
Abstract
A catalog of scores and parts (mostly on microfilm, with some hard copy) for the compositions of Giuseppe
Verdi in the collection of the American Institute for Verdi Studies at New York University.
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During its relatively brief existence, the American Institute for Verdi Studies has amassed 
an unparalleled body of materials devoted to the composer -- music, librettos, documents and letters, 
iconographical items, etc. Perhaps the single most valuable segment of this collection is the music, 
which is here described in considerably more detail than in Verdi Newsletter 9 I IO (J 981-82). 
In addition to incorporating material acquired since then, each item now includes its original 
source (if known) and the call number in NYU's Bobst Library, where the collection is housed. 
Published music is identified by city of publication, publisher, plate number (if present), pagination 
for scores (but not parts), and, for translated texts, the name of translator, when known. Far more 
information is now provided for the many part books in the Archive, and there are indications of 
whether the music has been transposed, prepared for performance with a reduced orchestra, or 
arranged in some other fashion. The vast majority of items in this category belongs to pezzi staccati, 
identified by numbers written into Verdi's autographs by the composer himself or his publisher. 
When texted, individual selections are also identified by the initial words of its musically most 
important section, usually the cantabile. 
Since Newsletter 9/ IO the Archive has acquired an extremely valuable group of piano-vocal 
scores originally assembled by Institute member John Russell. On his death, his wife, Rita Russell, 
donated all of his Verdi scores and some additional material, in his memory. In addition, David Day 
filmed much music in London, at the Royal Opera House (Covent Garden), the BBC Music Library, 
and the Royal College of Music; he also filmed in Brussels, at the Archives de Ia Ville, and ordered 
photocopies of materials at the Conservatoire Royal de Musique. We are naturally extremely grateful 
to these institutions for their splendid cooperation, as well as to the Casa Ricordi for donating 
microfilms of the autograph manuscripts for Ernani and Nabucco, two operas recently published in 
the The Works of Giuseppe Verdi (University of Chicago Press, and G. Ricordi & C.) Furthermore, 
we are grateful to individuals who have contributed music to the collection in recent years, to Nancy 
Ford, Dr. Ezio Farello, and David Day .. 
Martin Chusid 
How to Use the Catalog 
All catalog entries refer to the AIVS's microfilm collection, unless the corresponding call 
number (indicated as AIVS:) is followed by either a single or double asterisk, indicating an originally 
published volume or a photocopy, respectively. Materials for Verdi's stage works are organized 
according to alphabetically listed opera titles; non-operatic materials follow, similarly classified. 
Within each title heading, items are grouped according to the following categories: autograph 
sketches, autograph scores, orchestral and piano-vocal scores (MS and printed), parts (MS and 
printed), and arrangements (MS and printed). 
Entries for all materials include their original sources, identified by RISM Sigla or the name 
of its private owner. Items in translation or with alternate titles appear after those bearing the 
original language and title, and materials for pezzi staccati are placed after those for the complete 
work. The order of materials on a reel of microfilm is reflected in the catalog entries: thus pezzi 
staccati from a single source may not be listed in the order that they appear in the opera. 
Instrumental and vocal parts are also listed in the order that they appear on the film, preceded by 
an indication of the types of parts (ex: Coro, Orch, Stage) included in the entry. Where multiple 
renderings of the same item exist, entries are indented under a single heading which also indicates 
the total number of different sources. 
Instrumental and vocal abbreviations were chosen to conform to the critical edition Works of 
Giuseppe Verdi. The naming of vocal and instrumental parts is based on their title pages. Text 
incipits for vocal numbers are from Martin Chusid's Catalog of Verdi's Operas (Hackensack: Joseph 
Boonin, 1974). Vocal texts are in the original language (French in Don Carlos, Jerusalem, and Les 
vepres siciliennes, Italian in the remainder) unless otherwise indicated. 
Thanks are due to Gabriele Dotto of the University of . Chicago Press for furnishing 
abbreviations for unusual instruments, and to David Rosen, David Lawton, Kent Underwood, David 
Fenton, and David Day for corrections and formatting suggestions. 









INSTITUTIONAL SOURCES OF MATERIALS* 
Vienna, 6sterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Musiksammlung 
Brussels, Archives de la Ville 
Brussels, Conservatoire Royal de Musique, Bibliotheque 
Paris, Bibliotheque nationale 



























London, British Broadcasting Corporation, Music Library 
London, British Library, Reference Division 
London, Royal Opera House, Covent Garden 
London, Royal College of Music 
Bologna, Civico Museo Bibliografico- Musicale 
Florence, Biblioteca del Conservatori9 di Musica "L. Cherubini" 
Florence, Biblioteca Medicea- Laurenziana 
Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale 
Milan, Biblioteca del Conservatorio "Giuseppe Verdi" 
Milan, Museo Teatrale alla Scala 
Milan, Archivio Storico Ricordi (Casa Editrice) 
Naples, Biblioteca del Conservatorio di Musica S. Pietro a Maiella 
Naples, Biblioteca nazionale "Vittorio Emmanuele III" 
Parma, Sezione Musicale della Biblioteca Palatina presso il Conservatorio "A. Boito" 
Parma, lstituto nazionale di Studi Verdiani 
Padua, Istituto Musicale "Cesare Pollini" 
Palermo, Biblioteca del Conservatorio "V. Bellini" 
Rome, Biblioteca Musicale Santa Cecilia (Conservatorio) 
Busseto, Villa Verdi at Sant'Agata 
Turin, Accademia Filarmonica 
Turin, Biblioteca nazionale universitaria 
Trieste, Civico Museo Teatrale di fondazione Carlo Schmidl 
Venice, Biblioteca del Teatro la Fenice 





Berkeley, University of California, Music Library 
Boston, Boston University, Mugar Memorial Library 
Princeton, Princeton University, Harvey S. Firestone Memorial Library 
* Music filmed from private collections (except for materials filmed at Sant'Agata) is indicated by 
the name of the owner. See Preface for a listing of all private collections consulted . 
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INSTITUTIONAL SOURCES OF MATERIALS 







New York, Columbia University, Music Library 
New York, Library .of the Metropolitan Opera House 
New York, Public Library at Lincoln Center, Library Museum of the Performing Arts 
New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, Mary Flagler Cary Collection 
New York, New York University, Elmer H. Bobst Library 
Washington, DC, Library of Congress, Music Division 
USSR 
USSR-Ltb Leningrad, Central'naja muzykal'naja biblioteka Teatra opery i baleta S. M. Kirova 
PUBLICATION INFORMAT ION 
PUBLISHERS Pet C.F. Peters 
Ptn Partenopeo 
AL Alphonse Leduc Ri Ricordi 
Ba Biirenreiter RM R. Mills 
BB Bote & Bock Sch Schirmer 
BC Bureau Central de Musique Sc ho Schoenenberger 
Boo Boosey SSG Sesto San Giovanni 
Br Broude Bros . Tai Tallandier 
BS Boccaccini e Spada Tra Trameter 
Ca Cali Tri Trinoch 
CB Cramer Beale UCP University of Chicago Press 
CBW Cramer Beale Wood WTP Well Tempered Press 
Chb Chabal Zer Zerboni 
Chp Chappel Zim Zimmerman 
Cho Choudens 
Cl Clausetti CITIES OF PUBLICATION 
Cot Cottrau 
Cr Cranz Ber Berlin 
Dia Diabelli Bos Boston 
Dit Ditson BR Boca Raton 
DM Del Monaco Chi Chicago 
Dov Dover Fl Florence 
Es Leon Escudier Frk Frankfurt 
Eu Eulenburg Ham Hamburg 
Gir Girard Kas Kassel 
Gr Grus Lei Leipzig 
Gut Gutheil Lon London 
Heu Heugel et fils Mad Madella 
Hof Hofmeister Mia Miami 
Int International Mil Milan 
Jef Charles Jeffreys Mos Moscow 
Jou Jouhad Nap Naples 
Jur Jurgenson NY New York 
Ka Kalmus Par Paris 
Luc Lucca Rom Rome 
MM Masters Music StP St. Petersburg 









































































































located in A/VS Archive office 
autograph 
located in music collection of Elmer 
H. Bobst Library, NY University 
located in rare books collection of 






intermittent plate numbers 
interleaved with staging directions 
manuscript 
miscellaneous 
































includes manuscript materials 
includes printed materials 




AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: Arch/ ML 96.5.V48A2** 
MS ORCH SCORES (5) 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/ A2/ l-Bc 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/ A2/ US-Wc 
Lang: Fr (3) 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: MS score/ A2/ B-Ba 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: MS score/ A2/ F - Pn 
Source: F-Po 
AIVS: MS score/ A2/ F-Po 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (6) 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 97825 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48 v.l 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, 1913, pl 113954, 444 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48A2 1913* 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1500.V48A2 1913* 
Pub!: Ka/ NY, (rpt of Ri 113954), 4V p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48A2 1913a 
Pub!: Br/ NY, pl 10 (rpt of Ri 113951), 437 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48A2 1913b 
Pub!: Dov/ NY, 1989 (rpt of Ri 1139~4 ), 437 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500. V 48A2 1913c 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, 1958, pl PR 153, 444 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48A2 1958* 
PRINTED PV SCORES (16 complete) 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, 1872, pl 42486-42502, 293 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48A2 1872 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, 1880, pl 42602* 289 p (+ballet) 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48A2 ** 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48A2 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/+M 1503.V48A2* 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , 1880, pl 42602, 289 p (cont'd) 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Be/ 1 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mc.3/ 2 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, 1970 (rev 1944), pl 42~02, 321 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48A2 1944a 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl LE 3195, 293 p 
Source: I-SA 
AIVS: SA 68 
Lang: It-Eng, tr T . Barker 
Pub!: Dit/ Bos, 1880, 294 p * 
ATVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48A2 1880 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48A2 1880** 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PY score/ US- NYp.1/ 4 
Lang: It-Eng, tr G. Lawrence (2) 
Pub!: Sch/ NY, 1897, pl 13573, 310,p 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48A2 1897 
Pub!: Ka/ NY, (rpt of Sch 13573), 31*0 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48A2 1897a 
Lang: It-Rus, tr G. Lishina & G . Olizara 
Pub!: Jur/ Mos & StP, pl 3572- 86, 289 p 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: PY score/ I-Mc.3/ 4 
Lang: Fr, tr DuLocle & Nuitter (next 3 entries) 
Pub!: Es/ Par, 1876, pl LE 3603, 307 p 
ATVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48A2 1876* 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48A2 1876** 
Pub!: AL/ Par, pl AL 7003, 313 p 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PY score/ GB- Lcg.1/ 3 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc. l 
Source: 1-PAi 
ATVS: M 1503.V48G3 
Pub!: AL/ Par, pl AL 7003, 251 p, interlv 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ B- Ba.4/ 8 
Lang: Eng , tr H . Proctor-Gregg 
Pub!: Ri / Lon, 1950, pl LD 341 , 246 p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc.l 
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Lang: Sp, tr A. Gil y Gordaliza 
Puhl: Ri / Mil, pl 112103, 325 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fn.1/2 
Lang: Ger, tr J. Schanz (next 2 entries) 
Puhl: Ri / Mil, pl 42820, 307 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fn.1 / 1 
Puhl: BB/ Ber, pl 42820, 307 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mc.3/ 3 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Rsc.1/ 1 
No. 8 ("Amore! Amore!") 
Lang: Fr, tr DuLocle & Nuitter 
Puhl: AL/ Par, pl AL 7014, 15 p 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: PY score/ A2/ frag 
Finale Act II 
Lang: Eng, tr A. Thornley 
Puhl: Ri / Lon, 1942, pl LD239, 15p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc.l 
MS PARTS 
Coro: SA Guida, SA, SI, 2, A, TB Guida, 
Maestro de! Coro, T, B 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ I-PLc 
Oreb. Stage: Timp, Cassa/ Ptti, Arpa, Banda 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ US-NYmet.2/ 5-8 
Lang: Fr (next 3 entries) 
Orch: Ott, Fl I, 2, Ob 1, 2, CI, Cl I, 2, Cl B, 
Fg, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn 1/ 2, 3, 
Bmbd, Timp, G Cassa, Tri, Arpa I, 2 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ B-Ba.l-.2 
Coro. Oreb. Stage: S/ A, T , B, VI 1, Banda 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ B-Ba.3/ 4-7, 11 
AIDA/ ALZIRA 
Stage: Banda score, Via (Fogl), Ve (Fog!), 
Fogl, Arpa (stage) I, 2, Banda 
Source: B-Ba 
ATVS: Parts/ A2/ B-Ba.4/ 1-7 
PRINTED PARTS 
Lan2: Fr (next 2 entries) 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/Cb 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 42480-83 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ B-Ba.2 & B-Ba.3 
Coro: SA, TB 
Puhl: Es/ Par, pl 44901-02 (rpt of Ri) 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ B-Ba.3 
Lang: It-Ger 
Orch. Stage: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Fl 1 / 2, Ott, 
Ob 1/ 2/ C I (Act 4 only), Cl 1/ 2/ Cl B 
(same), CI 1/ 2, Fg 1/ 2, Cor 1/ 2, Cor 3/ 4, 
Tr 1/ 2, Trn 1/ 2, 3/ Cimb, Timp, G Cassa, 
Arpa, Tr Egizie, Fog! VI 1/ 2, Banda, G 
Cassa (stage) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 42480-3, 46359 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ A2/ US-NYmet.I & .2 
PY Score "Per Radames" (with some autograph 
entries) 
Publ: Ri / Mil , pl 42602, 289 p 
Source: I-SA 
AIVS: SA 68 
MS ARRANGEMENT (selection) 
Act II Coro ("Chi Mai") 
Orch: Score; VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, 
Fl , CI, Ob, Cor, Tr, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
ATVS: Frag/ I- Pi.6/ 5; I-Pi.3/ 4 · 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Piano Solo 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1945, pl 44551 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 33.V48A2 1945* 
ALZIRA 
MS ORCH SCORES (4 complete) 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: M 1500.V48A4/ ms 439 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ A4/ I-Nc/ I 
ALZIRA/ AROLDO 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/A4/I-Nc/2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ A4/ I-Nc.5 
Sinfonia (4) 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/A4/I-Fc 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ A4/I-Nc/3 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/A4/ I-Nc/ 4 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/MS score/ 1-PLc/ 1 
No. 4 ("Eterna la memoria") 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/ A4/ I-Fc 
MS PY SCORE (selections) 
No. 2 ("Un Inca! Eccesso orribile") 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/I-Fc.2/ 3 
No. 5 ("Da Gusman, su fragil barca"), 10 ("Irne 
lunge ancor dovrei") 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/I-Nc.1/2,3 
PRINTED PY SCORES (3) 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 17771-86, 189 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48R4 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 53706-07, 21*4 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48A4 
Pub!: BC/Par, 1846, pl BC 843, 186 p 
Source: John Russell Collection * 
AIVS: Rare/+M 1503.V48A4 1840z 
ATVS: M 1503.V48L9 1846 
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MS PARTS 
Sinfonia (next 3 entries) 
Orch: Vl 1, 2, Vie, Ott, Fl l, 2, Ob 1, 2, Cl l, 
2, Fg, Cor 1, Cor (F), Cor 2, Cor (F), Tr 




Orch: VI l, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Ott, Fl l, 2, Ob l, 
2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, 
Trn 1, 2, 3, Cimb, Timp, Cassa, Tri, Tamb 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1/1 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl, 
Fg, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr, Tm 1/ 2, 3, Cimb, 
Timp, G Cassa, Tamb, Tri 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/ MS parts/ I-PLc.1 / 9 
No. 2 ("Un Inca! Eccesso orribile") 
Coro: Maestro de Cori, Tl / Pert, Bl / Pert, Coro, 
Tl, 2, B (w/ pr: Ri 17773-74) 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Fc.2/ 3 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestration 
No. 1 ("Muoja, muoja, coverto d'insulti"), 10 
("Irne lunge ancor dovrei") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Ob, Cl, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1 / 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.4/2 
Trombone and Orchestra 
No. 4 ("Eterna la memoria") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I , 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Cl, Ob, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1 / 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Pi.1/7 
AROLDO 
MS ORCH SCORES (2 complete) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ A 7 / A-Wn 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ A7/ I-Nc 
Sinfonia 
Source: I-Rsc 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Rsc/ 2 
No. 4 ("Oh qual m'invade ed agita"), 6 ("Ah dalli 
scanni eterei") 
Source: I-Mc . 




AIVS: MS score A 7 /I-PLc 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, 1941, pl 125296, 128673, 571 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48A7 
Publ: Ka/NY, pl A4610, 571 J.> (rpt of Ri) 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48A7 
PRINTED PY SCORES (9 complete) 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 29911-30, 260 p 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48G3 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 31381-31400, 234 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mc.2/ 5 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 42306, 240 p 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: PY score/I-Nc.4/2 
Publ: Ri/Mil , pl 42306, rpt 1951 , 240 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48A7* 
Pub!: Cot/ Nap, pl 13003-22, 180 p 
Source: I-Fe 
ATVS: PY score/I-Fc .1/1 
Publ: Cl/ Nap, pl 739, 2896-2914, 178 p 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mr.1 / 3 
AROLDO/ ATTILA 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl LE 1695, 232 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ M 1503. V 48A 7* 
Lang: Fr, as Harold tr E. Duprez (2) 
Pub!: Es/Par, pl LE 2399, 244 p 
Source: I-Vfen 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Vfen/ 3 
Pub!: Cho/Par, pl LE 2399, 244 p (rpt of Es) 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc.2 
MS PARTS 
Maestro del Coro, Elena, Godvino, Enrico 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Parts/ A 7 / I- PLc.2 
Orch: VI I, Ve, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, Ob 1, 2, 
Cl 1, 2, Fg 1/ 2, Cor 1, 2, 4, Tr 1/ 2, Tm 
1/ 2/ 3, Ofc, Timp 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Parts/ A 7 / 1-PLc. l 
PRINTED PARTS 
Coro: SA 
. Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 29821 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Parts/ A 7 / l-PLc.2/ 2 
MS ARRANGEMENT (selection) 
No. 1 ("Sotto ii sol di Siria ardente") 
Orch: VI Pr , VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl , Cl 1, 
2, Ob, Cor, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Pi.5 / 13 
ATTILA 
AUTOGRAPH SKETCH 
No. 2 ("Urli, rapini, gemiti , sangue") 
Source: F-Pn 
ATVS: Aut/ A8a/ F-Pn 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORES (1 complete) 
Source: GB-Lb! 
AIVS: Bobst/ ML 96.5.V48A8* 
No. 12 ("Oh dolore") Alternate Romanza written 
by Verdi for Moriani 
Source: I-Mmt 
AIVS: Arch/ Aut/ Misc/ I-Mmt/ 4** 
MS ORCH SCORES (11 complete) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/A-Wn 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: MS score/ A8 / B-Ba 
Source: GB-Lbl 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ GB-Lbl 
Source: GB-Lbm 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ GB-Lbm 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ I-Fc/ l 
ATTILA 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ 1-Nc.1 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ I-Nc.2 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ I-Rsc 
Source: I-Vfen 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ I-Vfen 
Source: US-Bm 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ US-Bm 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ US-NYp 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48/ v.1 
Prologo & most of Act I 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/ A8 / US-Wc 
No. 3 ("Allor che i forti corrono"), 4 ("Tardo per 
gli anni e tremulo"), 7 ("Si quello io son 
ravvisami") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.1 
No. 7 ("Si quello io son ravvisami") 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ I-Fc/ 2 
No. 7 ("Si quello io son ravvisami"), 12 ("Che 
non avrebbe ii misero") 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Taf.l / 15-16 
No. 10 ("Dagl'immortali culmini") 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Rsc/ 3 
PRINTED ORCH SCORE 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1978, pl 130503, 560 p 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: M 1500.V48A8 
MS PY SCORE (selection) 
No. 6 ("Oh! nel fuggente nuvolo") 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1/ 4 
11 
PRINTED PY SCORES (7 complete) 
Pub!: Luc/ Mil, 1846, pl 5920, 5901 - 17, 20lp 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48A8 1840z* 
AIVS: M 1503.V48/ L9 
Pub!: Luc/ Mil, 1846, pl 5918 , 176 p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc.l 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ I- Fn.1 
Pub!: Gir/ Nap, pl 7347-8905 int, 154 p 
Source: I- PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48A8 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl BC 1000, 184 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48A8* 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl BC 1000, 184 p * 
AIVS: Rare/ + M 1503.V48A8 1860 
AIVS: Bobst/ + M 1503.V48A8 1860** 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , pl 5918 (rpt Luc/ Mil), 176 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ I- Fc.1/ 3 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , 1950, pl 53700,.201 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48A8 
No. 12 ("Oh dolore") Alternate Romanza written 
by Verdi for Moriani 
Pub!: lnediti per Tenore, P. Spada, ed , Zer/ Mil 
1977 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1495.V48/ I4* 
MS PARTS 
Orch: Fl/ Ott, Ob, Cl 1 / 2, Fg 1 / 2, Cor I / 2, Cor 
3/ 4 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/ B- Ba/ 2- 7 
Orch: Tr 1/ 2, Tr 3/ 4, Trn 1/ 2, 3, Ofc, Timp, 
G Cassa, Arpa, VI I , 2, Vie , Ve, Cb 
Source: B- Ba 
AIVS: Parts/A8/ B- Ba/v.2 
Orch: Ott, Fl , Ob I , 2, Cl I, 2, Fg I / 2, Cor 1, 
2, 3, 4 
Source: GB- Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ A8 / GB-Lcg .2 
Orch: Tr 1/ 2, Trn 1/ 2, 3, Ofc, Timp , G Cassa, 
Tamb, VI Pr 





Orch: VI Pr, Fl, Ott, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1/2, 
Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1/2, Tr 2, Tm 1/2, Tm 
3/Cimb, Timp, G Cassa, Arpa 
AIVS: Parts/A8/US-NYmet.l -.2 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, V c/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, Ob I, 
2, C I, Cl 1, 2, Fg I, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, Tr 
1, 2, Tm 1, 2, 3, Cimb, Timp, G Cassa, 
Tamb, Arpa 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ A8/US-NYmet.3 
No. 7 ("Si quello io son ravvisami": next 2 
entries) 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Fl , Ob 
1/2, Cl 1/2, Fg I, Cfg, Tr 1/2, Tm I, 2/3 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/ A8/I-Fc 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve, Ve/Cb, Cb, 
Ott, Fl, Ob I, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1/2, Cor I, 2, 
3, 4, Tr I, 2, Tm I /2, 3, Cimb, Timp 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.2/1-2 
No. 11 ("Chi dona luce al cor") 
Orch. Pr in. Coro: VI I, 2, Vie, V c, Cb, Fl I, 
Ott, Ob 1/2, Cl I/2, Fg I/2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, 
Tr 1/2, Tm 1/2, 3, Cimb, Arpa, G Cassa, 
Timp, Odabella, Foresta, Attila, Ezio, S 
1,2, TI, 2, B, Maestro de! Coro 
Source: I-Vfen 
AIVS: Frag/1-Vfen/ I 
No. 12 ("Te sol, te sol quest'anima") 
Orch. Coro: VI Pr, VI I,2, Vle,Vc, Vc/Cb,Cb, 
Ott, Fl, Ob I, 2, Cl I, 2, Fg 1/2, Cor I, 2, 
3, 4, Tr I, 2, Tm I/2, 3, Serp, Arpa, SI, 
2, 3, TI, 2, B, Cimb, Ti mp 
Source: 1-Tf 
A IVS: Frag/I-Taf.2/ 1-2 
ATTILA/UN BALLO IN MASCHERA 
PRINTED PARTS 
Coro: TB, SA 
Pub!: Luc/Mil, pl 5407-08 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ A8/US-NYmet.3/29-30 
Orch: VI I, 2 (w/ms), Vie (w/ms), Ve/Cb 
Pub!: Luc/Mil, pl 31 I8-2I 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/A8/GB-Lcg.l/l-4 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb 
Pub!: Luc/Mil,pl 3118-21 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/A8/US-NYmet.I/2-5 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 2 entries) 
No. 3 ("Allor che i forti corrono") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Cb, Fl I, Ott, Ob, 
Cl I, Cor, Tr I, Tm 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.3/2 
No. 4 ("Tardo per gli anni e tremolo"), 11 ("Chi 
dona luce al cor") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, V c/Cb, Cb, Fl I, Cl 
I, 2, Ob, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Tm 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.3/I,3 
Oboe and Orchestra 
No. 3 ("Allor che i forti corrono") 
Orch: Ob I, 2, VI I, Cb, Ott, Fl, Cl I, 2, Fg I, 
2, Timp, VI 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, 
Tr I, 2, Tm I, 2, 3, Ofc, G Cassa 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/Parts/I-PLc.I/2 
Clarinet and Orchestra 
No. 5 ("Ella in pater de! barbaro") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl I, 
Ott, Ob, Cl, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Tm 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.3/5 
UN BALLO IN MASCHERA 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: Arch/AUT/B2/I-Mr** 
MS ORCH SCORES (8) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ B2/ A-Wn.l 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/B2/A-Wn.2 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/B2/I-Bc 
UN BALLO IN MASCHERA 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/B2/I-Mc.l 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/B2/I-Mc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/B2/I-Nc.l 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/B2/I-Nc.2 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/B2/US-Wc 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (3) 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 99135, 347 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48B2 
Publ: Ri/Mil, 1914, pl 113959, 527 p 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: PR score/I-Rsc/l 
Publ: Ri/Mil, 1966, pl PR159, 527 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48B2 1914a* 
PRINTED PV SCORES (13) 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 31031-59, 323 p 
Source: I-Fe 
ATVS: PV score/I-Fc.1/4 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 31031-59, 297 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/I-Fn.2/1 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/l-Nc.1/1 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48/L8 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 31537-64, 286 p 
Source: I-Fe 
ATVS: PV score/I-Fc.2/1 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PV score/I-Fc.2/2 
Publ: Ri/Lon, 1944, pl 48180* 309 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48B2 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PV score/ GB-Lcg.7 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PV score/ 1-Fn.l/4 
Pub I: Es/Par, pl LE 1803, 280 P,. 
AIVS: Rare/+M 1503.V48B2/ A ** 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48B2/ A 
Publ: Heu/Paris, pl H.5781, 280 p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PV score/GB-Lbbc.2 
Lang: It-Eng, tr P. Fuchs 
Publ: Sch/ NY, c.1957, pl 43891, 25~ p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503/V48B2 1957 
Lang: It-Eng, tr C. Kenney 
Publ: Boo/Lon, 264 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Fc.2/3 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
ATVS: PV score/GB-Lbbc.2 
Lan2: Fr, as Le bat masque, tr E. Duprez (2) 
Publ: Es/Par, pl 2039, 280 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/I-Nc.5 
Publ: Heu/Par, pl H.5335, 280 p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
ATVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc.3 
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Lang: Ger-It, as Ein Maskenball (next 2 entries) 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 108971, 369 p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc.4 
Source: John Russell Collection 
ATVS: Arch / +M 1503.V48B2* 
Publ: Pe/Frk, pl 10958, ed 4252* 258 p 
A IVS: Bobst/ +M 1503. V 48B2/ B 
MS PARTS 
Stage: Banda score and parts 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/B2/GB-Lcg/ 10-11 
Stage: Basso of Banda 
Source: US-NJpru 
AIVS: Parts/B2/US-NYmet/ 6 
Orch: Arpa 
Source: 1-PAc 
AIVS: Voe Score/ 1-PAc/ 6 
No. 5 ("Odi to come fremono cupi"), 11 ("Saper 
vorreste"), 3 ("Ma dall'arido stelo divulsa") 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vie, Cb, Fl 1,2, Cl 1,2, Cor 1,2, 




14 UN BALLO IN MASCHERA/LA BATTAGLIA DI LEGNANO 
No. 8 ("Eri tu") 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/Cb, Fl I /2, Ob I /2, Fg 








Prin. Coro: Tom, Riccardo, Oscar, Coro Score, 
Giudice, Servo 




Publ: assembled from Ri/Mil, pl 48180 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/B2/GB-Lcg/2 
Coro: SA, TB 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 30947-48 
Source: US-NJPRu 
AIVS: Parts/B2/US-NY met/7 -8 
Coro: TB, S, T, B 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 30948 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/B2/GB-Lcg 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/Cb 





Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 4818, 142 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 33.V48B2 
LA BATT AGUA DI LEG NANO 
MS ORCH SCORES (3) 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/B3/I-Nc.l 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/B3/I-Nc.2 
Lang: Fr, as Patria 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48/v.10 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2) 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 130182, 125280, 502 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
ATVS: M 1500.V48B3 
Publ: Ka/NY, ed A461 l (rpt 9f Ri), 502 p 
ATVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48B3 
PRINTED PV SCORES (6 complete) 
Publ: Ri & Jou/Fl, pl 21571, 21642-59, 209 p 
Source: J-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/T-Fn.2/3 
Publ: Gir/Nap, pl 9213-32, 156 p 
Source: J-Nn 
AIVS: PY score/I-Nn/1 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 53710-11, 237 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/I-Fn.2/2 
Source: John Russell Collection 
ATVS: Arch/+M 1503.V48B3* 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, rpt 1968, pl 53710-lj, 237 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48B3 1961 
as L'Assedio d'Arlem 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 21571, 21642-59, 209 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
ATVS: M 1503.V48E7 
Lang: Fr, as Patria, tr M. Drack 
Publ: Cho/Par, pl AC 7572, 211 p 
Source: US-NYp 
ATVS: PV score/US-NYp.1/1 
Sinfonia (2) 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Bc/4 
as L'Assedio d'Ar/em 
Source: 1-Rsc 
ATVS: Frag/T-Rsc/4 




Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/Cb 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Bc/4 
IL CORSARO 
AUTOGRAPH SELECTION 
No. 10 Cabaletta ("S'avvicina ii tuo momenta") 
Source: I-Mr 
ATVS: AUT Frag/Cg/ I-Mr 
MS ORCH SCORES (3 complete) 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/Cg/I-Ne.I 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ Cg/I-Nc.2 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V4g v.2 
No. 4 ("E' pur tristo o Medora"), 12 ("Seid la 
vuole") Alternate cabaletta not by Verdi 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/Cg/1-Nc.l 
PRINTED PV SCORES (3) 
Publ: Luc/Mil, pl 7101-14, 711g, lg6 p 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V4g R4 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 53714, 190 p 
ATVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V4g cg* 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/+M 1503.V4g cg* 
Pub!: Chb/Par, pl Ch664, 166 p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PY score/US-NYp.2/4 
DON CARLOS 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
1867 (5 Act) Version 
Source: F-Pn ** 
AIVS: Arch/AUT/D6/F-Pn/Acts 1-3; 4-5 
AUTOGRAPH SKETCH FRAGMENTS 
Portions of Ballet and Act V Opening 
Source: F-Po 
AIVS: AUT/MISC/F-Po 
MS ORCH SCORES (4 complete) 
1867 (5 Act) Version (2) 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: MS score/D6/F-Pn 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: MS score/D6/US-NYp.2 
1872 Version 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ D6/I-Nc/ Acts 1-4; Act 5 
1883 (revised 4 Act) Version 
Erroneously labelled "Acts JI-V" 
Source: US-NYp 
ATVS:MS score/D6/US-NYp. l / Acts 2-3;4-5 
"0 don fatale" transposed F minor to G minor 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: Frag/1-Bc/6 




ATVS: MS score/D6/I-Nc/ Act 5 +misc 
Music omitted from 1886 Version (w/pr) 
Lang: It, tr A. de Lauzieres 
Source: Private Collection 
ATVS: MS Score/ D6/PC.l 
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PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2) 
1867 (5 Act) Version 
(5 acts: optional cuts permit 4 act performance) 
Pub!: Ka/ NY, pl A4612, 618 p (rpt of Ri 
125750) 
ATVS: Bobst/ +Ml500.V48D6* 
1886 (revised 5 Act) Version 
Lang: Ger, tr J . Kapp & K. Solden 
Pub!: Pe/ Lei , pl 11538, ed 4535 , 488 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48/ 08 
MS PV SCORE (I complete) 
1867 (5 Act) Version 
Lang: Eng, tr A. Porter (partially printed) 
Source: GB- Lbbc 
AIVS: PV score/GB-Lbbc.6/1 




ATVS: MS score/ D6/ I-Nc/ Act 5 +misc 
PRINTED PV SCORES (15) 
All versions plus music deleted before premiere 
Lang: Fr-It 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1980 (1974), 669 pin 2 vols. 
(Ed. Gunther and Petazzoni) 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48D6 1974* 
1867 (5 Act) Version (next 3 entries) 
Pub!: Es/ Par, 1867, pl LE 2765, 359 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48D6* 
Source: GB-Lbbc (title page, Act V missing) 
ATVS: PV score/ GB-Lbbc.5/2 
Lang: It, tr A. de Lauzieres 
Pub!: Es/ Par, 1867, pl LE 2767, 359 p 
ATVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48D6 1867* 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48D6 1867* 
Lang: It, tr A. de Lauzieres 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , pl 40551-40588, 386 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48/ L8 
1872 Version 
Lang: It, tr A. de Lauzieres 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 40666, 375 p 
Source: I-Rsc (missing pp. 261-268) 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Rsc .1/ 2 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PV score/ GB-Lbbc.5 
DON CARLOS 
1883 (revised 4 Act) Version (6) 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 48553, 292 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Fn.3 / 2 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PV score/1-Mc.3 
Lang: It, tr A. de Lauzieres 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1964, pl 48552, 296 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48D61 1883a* 
Lang: It-Eng, tr W. Ducloux 
Pub!: Sch/ NY, 1963, pl 46224/ 2712,.299 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48D61 1963 
Lang: It-Eng, tr H. Proctor-Gregg 
Pub!: Int/ NY, 1971, pl 2550, 288 p * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503. V 48D6 l 1971 
Lang: Ger, tr C. Niese 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 48705, 314 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PV score/1-Fn.3 
Lang: Ger, tr H. Swarowsky 
Pub!: Ri / Lei , 1932, pl 125870, 296 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ 1-Fn.4 
1886 (revised 5 Act) Version (4) 
Lang: It, tr A. de Lauzieres (next 3 entries) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , pl 51104, 48552, 349 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48D6 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score 1-Rsc. l / 3 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1967, pl 51104, 349 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48D6 1887b* 
Publ: Ka/ NY, pl 6747 (rpt of Ri 51104) 
AIVS: +M 1503.V48D6 1887a* 
Lang: Ger, tr F. Werfel & L. Wallerstein 
Publ: Ri/ Lei, 1932, pl 122578, 298 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ 1-Fn.4 
MS PARTS 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, Fl I, 2, Ott, Ob I, 2, CI I , 
2, Fg 1/2 , 3/ 4, Cor 1/ 2, 3/ 4, Ctt 1;4,, 3/ 4, 
Tm 1/ 2, 3, Ofc, Timp, Camp/ G 'Cassa, 
Tri , Arpa 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ D6/ GB-Lcg.l- .3 
DON CARLOS/I DUE FOSCARI 
"Introduzione e grand'aria drammatica" ("Ella 
giammai m'amo") 
Lang: It 
Prin. Orch: Filippo, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Ob 
1, Cl 1, 2, Fg I, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/D6/I-Nc/Act 5 +misc 
"0 don fatale" 
Lang: It 
Prin. Orch: Ebo Ii, VI 1,2, Vie, V c, Cb,Ott, Fl 
1, 2, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2,3,4, Cor I, 2,3, 
4, Tr 1, 2, Ctt 1, 2, Tm I , 2, 3, Ofc, Timp 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/D6/I-Nc/ Act 5 + misc 
PRINTED PARTS 
Lang: It 
Coro: TB, SA 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 48582-83, 51109-11 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ D6/ US-NYmet 
MS ARRANGEMENT 
Reduced Orchestration 




Piano solo based on 1883 ( 4 Act) Version 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 48696, 177 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 33.V48D61 
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I DUE FOSCARI 
MS ORCH SCORES (9 complete) 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/ F-Pn 
Source: GB-Lbm 
AIVS: M 1500.V48D8/ 30980 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/ I-Bc 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: M 1500.V48D8/ ms 438 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/ I-Nc.I 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/ I-Nc .2 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/ I-Rsc 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/US-NYp.I 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: MS score/D8/US-NYp.2 
Acts 1-11 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/ B-Ba 
Acts 1-111 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ D8/ I-Nc.3/Act 1;2-3 
Act III 
Source: B- Bc 
AIVS: MS score/D8/B-Bc 
No. 4 ("Tu al cui sguardo onnipossente") 
Source: I-Fe 
ATVS: Frag/I-Fc.1/2 
No. 4 ("Tu al cui sguardo onnipossente"), 7 ("Tu 
pur lo sai che giudice") 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: Frag/l-Mc.2/1-2 




No. 8 ("Non maledirmi o prode") 
Source: 1-Vnm 
AIVS: M l 505D8/ Act II/ parts 
MS PY SCORES (1 complete) 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PV score/D8/US-NYp 
No. 4 ("Tu al cui sguardo onnipossente"), 6 ("O 
vecchio cor che batti"), 14 ("Egli e spento") 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: Frag/I-Mc.1/9-11 
No. 7 ("Tu pur lo sai che giudice") 
Source: I- Mc 
ATVS: Frag/l-Mc.2/4 
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PRINTED PV SCORES (12 complete) 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 16797-16815, 197 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48E7 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 16797-16815, 187 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48/L8 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 31411-29, 186 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/l-Mc.1/5 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 42307, 204 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PV score/l-Fn.4/3 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 42307, rev 1250, 204 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.¥4808 
Publ: Gir/Nap, pl 6768-6811 int, 149 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/I-Fc.3/1 
Publ: Ca/Nap, pl 174-93, 149 p 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48/R4 
Publ: OM/Nap, pl 174-93, 149 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PV score/l-Nc.2/3 
Publ: BC/Par, pl BC 817 (1-20), 202 p 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: MS score/08/1-Rsc. l 
Publ: BC/Par, 1846, pl BC 917, 180 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Rare/+M 1503.V48D8 1846*** 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48D8 1846 
AIVS: M 1503.V48D8 1846 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: MS score/08/I-Rsc.2 
Lang: Fr, as Les deux Foscari, tr Escudier 
Publ: Es/Par, pl BC 1026, 169 p 
Source: Chusid Collection 
AIVS: M 1503.V48D8 
Source: US-BE 
AIVS: PY score/US-BE.1/6 
Lang: Ger, as Die beide11 Foscari, tr K . 
Honolka 
Publ: Ba/Kas, 1963, pl BA 4328a, ~37 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48D8 1963 
I DUE FOSCARI 
No.3 ("Si lo sento, Iddio mi chiama") Alternate 
Cabaletta written by Verdi for Mario 
Publ:Inediti per Te11ore, P. Spada, ed, Zer/Mil 
1977 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1495.V48/14* 
No. 9 ("No non morrai": short version) 
Publ: CB/Lon, pl 3639, 8p. 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PV score/GB-Lbbc.4 
MS PARTS 






No. 4 ("Tu al cui sguardo onnipossente": next 4 
entries) 
Orch. Prin: Cone, VI 1, 2, Ve, Cb, Fl, Cl 1, 2, 
Cor 1, 2, Tm, Trn B, Lucrezia 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/I-Mc.2 
Orch: VI Pr, Vl 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Ve, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor, Tr 1, 2, 
Trn 1/2, 3/Cimb, Timp, Arpa 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/I-Mc.1/3 
Orch. Prin. Coro: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, 
Ott, Fl, Ob I, 2, Cl I, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor I, 2, 
3, 4, Tr I, 2, Tm I, 2, Ofc, Timp, Arpa, 




Orch: VI Pr 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: Parts/08/US-NYp 
No. 8 ("Non maledirmi o prode") 
Orch: VI 1, 1, 2, Vie, V c, Cb, Cb, Fl, Cl 1, 2, 
Cor 1, 2, Tr, Trn 
Source: 1-Vnm 
AIVS: M 1505/08/ Act 2/parts 
I DUE FOSCARl/ERNANI 
No. 9 ("No non morrai") 
Orch. Coro: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Vc,Cb, 
Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor 1, 2, 
3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn l, 2, 3, Cimb, Timp, 
Arpa, Tl, 2, B 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.2/4-5 
No. 10 ("Ah padre") 




Coro. Orch: SA, TB, VI 1, 2, Vle, Ve/ Cb 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 15175-80 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: Parts/D8/I-Mr 
No. 4 ("Tu al cui sguardo onnipossente") 
Coro: S 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 1517 5 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/1-Mc.l/3 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 4 entries) 
No. 3 ("Dal piu remoto esilio") 
Orch: Score; VI Pr, VI l, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, 
Fl, Ott, Ob 1, Cl 1, 2, Cor 1, 2, Tr l, 2, 
Trn 1, 2 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/1-Pi.l and .3 
19 
No. 3 ("Dal piu remoto esilio") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, Cl 
I, 2, Ob, Cor, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi.4/4 
No. 7 ("Tu pur lo sai che giudice") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Cl I, Ob, Cor, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/l-Pi.5/5 
No. 10 ("Ah padre") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Cl, Ob, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/l-Pi.3/9 
Flute and Orchestra 





Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 42215 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 33.V48D8* 
ER NANI 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mc 
-- ** AIVS: Arch/ ML 96.5.V48E7 
MS ORCH SCORES (15 complete) 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: MS score/ E7 /F-Pn 
Source: GB-Lbm 
AIVS: MS score/ E7 /GB-Lbm 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/ E7 / I-Be 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ E7 / I-Mc.I 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/E7 / 1-Mc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/E7 / I-Ne.I 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/E7/I-Nc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/E7 /1-Nc.3 
Source: 1-Vfen 
AIVS: MS score/E7 / I- Vfen 
Source: US-Bm 
AIVS: MS score/E7/ US-Bm 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: MS score/£7 /US-NY met/ Acts 1-2,3-4 
20 
w I "Guida per la Banda" 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/ E7/ US-Wc. l 
w / ms "Banda sul palcoscenico" 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/E7 /US-Wc.2 
as II Proscritto 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ E7 / I-Nc.4 
Lang: Ger 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: M 1500.V48/v.3 
Act I 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/ MS score/ I-Plc/ 4 
Acts 1-111 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ E7 / I-Mc.3 
Acts III-IV 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: MS score/ E7 /GB-Leg 
No. 2 ("Come rugiada al cespite") , 3 ("Ernani, 
involami"), S ("lnfelice! E tu credevi") , 10 
(Oh de' verd'anni miei"), 14 ("Cessaro i 
suoni") 
Source: I-Tf 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Taf.1 
No. 3 ("Ernani, involami") 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Mc.2/ 7 
No. 9 ("Odi ii voto") Alternate written by Verdi 
for Ivanoff 
Source: I-Ne 
A IVS: MS score/ E7 / I-Nc.2 
Source: I-PAc 
~~ * 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1505.V48E7 
Banda Score 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Frag/ E7 / GB- Leg 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2 complete) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 125840, 125132, 125153, 493p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
ATVS: M 1500.V48E7 
ERNANI 
Pub!: UCP/ Chi & Lon, 1985, 476 p (plus 
critical commentary) 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 3.V48/ser.1 / v.5* 
MS PY SCORE (selections) 
Preludio and No. 1 ("Evviva! Beviam!"), 3 
("Ernani , involami"), 4 ("Tu se' Ernani"), 7 
("Oro quant'oro"), 9 ("Vigili pure ii ciel") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.2 
PRINTED PY SCORES (17 complete) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 16221-41, 229p 
AIVS: Bobst/ M 1503.V48E7* 
Source: I-PAi 
ATVS: M 1503.V48 / L8 1851 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 16221-41, 272p. 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48/ L8 
Source: GB-Leg (marked "Per le prove al 
cembalo") 
ATVS: PY score/ GB-Lcg.4 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , pl 18018/ 19094-114, 212 p 
Source: US-BE 
AIVS: PV score/ US-BE.1/5 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, rpt 1970, pl 42308 , 297 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
ATVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48E7* 
Pub!: Gir/ Nap, pl 6495-6858 int, 182 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Nc.2 
Pub!: Ptn/ Nap, pl 6495-6858 int, 182 p 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: PY score/ I-Nc.2/ 2 
Pub!: BC/ Par, pl BC828, 199 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mc.1/3 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48/ L8 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/I-Rsc.2/ 4 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl BC828 (rpt BC/ Par) , 199 p 
Source: I-PAi 
ATVS: M 1503.V48 / G3 
Pub!: SSG/ Mad, 1913, 297 p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lbbc.6/ 2 
ERNANI 
Lang: It-Eng, tr N. Macfarren 
Publ: NE/Lon, 224 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mc.1 /4 
Lang: It-Eng, tr anon (2) 
Publ: Boo/ Lon, 322 p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PY score/ US-NYp.l 
Publ: Dit/ Bos, 191 p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PY score/US-NYp.l 
Lang: It-Ger, tr J. von Seyfried 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 108972, 367 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/l-Fn.4/4 
Lang: It-Rus 
Publ: Jur/ Mos & StP 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PY score/US-NYpC 
Lang: Fr, as Le proscrit, ou Le corsaire de 
Venise, tr L. & M. Escudier 
Publ: BC, Par, 1846, pl BC 800, 247 p 
Source: Chusid Collection 
AIVS: Ml503 .V48D8 
No. 1 ("Evviva! Beviam!") 
Lang: Eng, tr E. Miller 
Publ: Ri/Lon, 1961, pl LD468 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/GB-Lbbc.6/3 
No. 5 ("Infin che un brande vindice") New, 
definitive cabaletta written by Verdi for Mariani 
Lang: Eng-It 
Publ: title page missing (?Ri/Lon?) 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Frag/E7 / GB-Lcg.2 
No. 9 ("Odi ii voto") Alternate written by Verdi 
for Ivanoff 
Publ: lnediti per Tenore, P. Spada, ed, Zer/Mil 
1977 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1495.V48/14* 
MS PARTS 
Orch: Fl, Ott, Ob I, 2, Cl 2, B Cl, Fg I /2, Cor 
1, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn l /2, 3, Timp, G Cassa, 
Tamb, Banda, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb 
Source: US-NYmet 
ATVS: Parts/E7 / US-NYmet.2 & US-NYmet.3 
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Orch: Fl 1, 2, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor 1, 
2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn 1/2, Trn 2/0fc, Timp, 
Cassa/Ptti, Ctt I, 2, Arpa 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/E7 /US-NYmet.4 
Orch: VI Pr 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/E7 /US-NYmet.5 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, Ve 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Frag/E7 /GB-Lcg.2 
Orch: Ob 1/2, Ctt 1/2 
Source: GB-Leg 





Orch: VI Pr 
Source: GB-Leg 
ATVS: Frag/E7 /GB-Lcg.3/3 
No. 2 ("Come rugiada al cespite") 
Orch. Coro: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Ott,FI, 
Ob I, 2, Cl I, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, Tr 
I, 2, Trn I, 2, 3, Serp, Timp, Tamb, 
Maestro del Coro, T, T, B 
Source: 1-Tf 
ATVS: Frag/l-Taf.2/6 
No. 3 ("Ernani, involami") 
Orch. Prin. Coro: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie I, Vie 2, 
Ve/Cb, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor I, 
2, 3, 4, Tr I, 2, Trn 3, Serp, Elvira, 
Maestro de! Coro, SI, S2/3, 2, 3 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/l-Taf.3/1 
No. 5 ("Infelice! E tu credevi") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie I, Vie 2, Ve/Cb, Ott, 
Fl, Ob I, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg I, 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, 
Tr 1, 2, Trn 1 /2, 3, Serp, Timp, Silva 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.2/7 
No. 6 ("Esultiamo, letizia ne'inondi") 
Orch: Fl, Ott, Ob l /2, Cl I, 2, Fg I /2, Cor 1, 









No. 10 ("Oh de' verd'anni miei") 
Oreb. Prin: VI Pr, VI l, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Ott, Fl, 
Ob I, 2, Cl l, 2, Fg l, 2, Corl, 2, 3, 4, Tr 
l, 2, Trn l /2, 3, Serp, Timp, Carlo 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Taf.2/8 
No. 12 ("Qua! rumore") 
Orch. Coro. Pr in: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie , V c/Cb, 
Ott, Fl, Ob l, 2, Cl I, 2, Fg l, 2, Cor, Tr 
l, 2, Trn 1/2, 3, Cimb, Cassa, Timp, Arpa, 
Coro, TI, 2, B, Ernani, Elvira, Silva, Carlo 
Source: I-Vfen 
AIVS: Frag/I-Vfen/ 4 
No. 13 (Festa da Ballo) 
Orch: Vie 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Frag/ £7 / GB-Lcg.4 
No. 14 ("Cessaro i suoni") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ob, Cl l, 2, Fg l, 2, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, 2, 
Trn 1/2, 3, Timp 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Taf.2/ 9 
PRINTED PARTS 
Coro: SI, 2, 3, T, B 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 15159 a-g 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/£7 /GB-Leg 
Orch. Coro: VI I (w/ms), 2 (w/ms), Vie, 
Ve/Cb, Fl 1/2, Ob 1/2, Cl 1/2, Fg 1/ 2, 
Trn 3/0fc, Timp, SA, TB 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 15159-64; 50000 I-IV, IX-X 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/£7/US-NYmet.l 
Orch: Ve/ Cb 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 15164 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/£7 / GB-Leg 
Orch: VI l, 2, Vie, V c/Cb 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 15161-64 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Frag/£7 /GB-Lcg.3/ 4 
ERNA NI 
Ernani, Carlo, Iago, Silva, Riccardo, Giovanna 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 16222-41 interlv, no pg. 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PY score/GB-Lcg.5 
PY score: "Per Suggerire" (missing No. 6, part 
of No. 7) 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 16221-5 int; Boo/Lon, pl 
16234-40 int 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PY score/GB-Lcg.3 
No. 3 ("Ernani, involami") 
Coro: S 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 15159, l p 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Taf.3/ I 
MS ARRANGEMENTS 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 3 entries) 
No.1 ("Evviva! Beviam! Beviam!") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl,Cl, Cl 
2, Ob, Corl, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi.1/9 
No.2 ("Come rugiada al cespite") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI l, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Ob, Cl, Cor I , 2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.1/3 
No.7 ("Oro quant'oro"), 14 (Cessaro i suoni") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, VI 1, Fl, 
Ob, Cl I, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I- Pi.1/10-11 
Clarinet with Piano accompaniment 
No. 2 ("Come rugiada al cespite") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.2/12 
Non-definitive insert 
No. S ("Infelice! E tu credevi") 
Orch: Vie, Cb, Fl, Ob 1/2, Cl 1/2, Cor, VI I, 
2, Vie 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Frag/ £7 /GB-Lcg.3 and .4 
Trombone with Reduced Orchestra 
No.8 ("Lo vedremo o veglio audace") 
Orch: VI Pr , VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Ob, Cl I, Cor 1, 2, Tr I, 2, Tm 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi.1 / 4 
ERN ANl/F ALST AFF 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Piano Solo 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 42216, 129 p 
AIVS: Rare/+M 33.V48E7 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 33.V48E7** 
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FALSTAFF 
FACSIMILE AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I- Mr 
AIVS: Bobst/+ML 96/.5.V48F2* 
AIVS: Arch/+ML 96/.5.V48F2** 
AUTOGRAPH FRENCH TEXT BY BOITO 
Portion of Act II Scene 1 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 96000, pp 191-266 
Source: I-SA 
AIVS: SA 3 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (6) 
Publ: Ri/Mil, 1893, pl 96180, 472 p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48/ v.4 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, 1912, pl 113953, 464 p 
AIVS: Bobst/M 1500.V48F2 1912* 
Publ: Ka/NY, F 287, 116 p (rpt of ~i 113953) 
ATVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48F2 1912a 
Pub!: Br/NY, pl 113, 464 p (rpt of l\i 113953) 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48F2 1912b 
Publ: Ka/NY, 464 p (rpt of Ri 113953) 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48F2 1912c* 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, 1954 (rpt of 113953), 464 p 
AIVS: Bobst/M 1500.V48F2 1954a 
PRINTED PV SCORES (12 complete) 
Proofs of original version with Verdi's ms 
corrections 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 96000, no pg. 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Mc.4/ 2 
Publ: Ri/Mil, 1893, pl 96000, 474.P 
AIVS: Rare/+M 1503.V48F2 1893 ** 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48F2 1893 
Publ: Ri/Mil, 1893, pl 96000, 462 p 
Source: I-SA 
AIVS: SA 69 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1893 (rpt 1970), pl 96QOO, 461 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503 .V48F2 1893a 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 96000, 459 p 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: PV score/ 1-Rsc.2 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , pl 96342, 471 p 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/ 1-Rsc.3 
Pub!: Int/ NY, 1949, pl 1500, 465 p 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PV score/ GB-Lbbc.7 
Pub!: Sch/ NY, 1963, ed 2538, pl 45547, 461 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48F2 1963* 
Lang: It-Eng, tr W. Kingston 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1893 (rpt 1980), pl 96{42, 471 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48F2 1893b 
Lang: Fr, tr A. Boito & F. Solanges 
Pub!: Ri/ Par, pl 96413, 422 p * 
ATVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48F2 1894 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48F2 1894** 
Source: B-Ba (interlv) 
AIVS: PY score/ F2/ B-Ba 
Lang: Ger, tr M. Kalbeck 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl R&C 96370, 411 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ 1-Fn.5 
Source: John Russell Collection 




AIVS: Vocal Score/ 1-PAc/ 8 
PRINTED PARTS 
Coro: TB, SA 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 96251-2 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ F2/ US-NYmet 
24 IL FINTO ST ANISLAO/ LA FORZA DEL DESTINO 
IL FINTO STANISLAO (UN GIORNO DI REGNO} 
MS ORCH SCORES (2) 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ G3/ I-Nc 
as Un Giorno di R egno 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: M 1500.V48 / G3/ ms.433 
PRINTED PY SCORES (5 complete) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 18021-46, 315 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fn.5/ 3 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 18021, 1850.2-18, 315 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ M 1503.V48G3 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48G3 
Publ: Ri/ Mil , pl 53708-09, 390 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ I- Fn.5/ 2 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503 .V48G3* 
Publ: BC/ Par, pl BC 818 (I-20), 261 p 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Rsc.2/ 1 
as Un Giorno di Regno 
No. 4 ("Non san quant'io") , 9a ("Tutte l'armi si 
puo prendere"), 7 ("Diletto genero a voi"), 
6 ("Bella Speranza invero"), 8 ("Pietoso al 
lungo pianto") 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 12585-12589, no pg. 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mc.I / I 
MS PARTS 
Sinfonia: as Un Giorno di R egno 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Cb, Ob 1, 2, 
Fl, Cl 1, 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, 
Trn 1/ 2, 3/ Cimb, Ott, Timp, Tamb 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I- Pi.6/ 2 
LA FORZA DEL DESTINO 
MS ORCH SCORES (6 complete) 
1862 Version (3) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ F7/ A-Wn 
Source: F - Pn 
AIVS: M 1500.V48F7 / A 
Source: USSR-Ltob 
AIVS: M 1500.V48F7 
1869 Version (3 complete) 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ F7 / I-Nc 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: MS score/ F7 / I-Rsc 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/ F7/ US-Wc 
Acts I,11,IV w / pr Sinfonia 
Publ: (Sinfonia only) Eu/ NY, pl EE3794 
Source: US-NYp 
ATVS: MS score/ F7 / US-NYp 
"Preludio o Sinfonia" 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Fc.2/ 4 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES: (2 complete) 
1869 Version (next 4 entries) 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 98646, 799 p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48 / v.4 
Lang: It-Ger, tr J . Griinbaum & G . Gohler 
Publ: Pe/ Frk, 1960, pl 30086, 536 J? 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48F7 1960 
Sinfonia 
Publ: Eu/ Lon , pl EEl 107, 46 p 
AIVS: M 1004.V48F7 
Sinfonia (labelled "Ouverture") 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl PR 258 , 41 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PR score/ I-Fc/ 2 
LA FORZA DEL DESTINO/ GIOV ANNA D'ARCO 25 
MS PV SCORES 
No. 2 ("Me pellegrina ed orfano"), 5 ("Madre 
pietosa Vergine") 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Fc.3/ 3-4 
No. 5 ("Madre pietosa Vergine") 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 8 
PRINTED PV SCORES (14) 
1862 Version (5) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 34681-34715, 315 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48F7 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 34731-34765, 304 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Nc.5/ 2 
Publ: Es/ Par, 1863, pl LE 22.05, 322 p 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48F7 
Publ: CBW (Tri/ Par), pl LE 2205, 322 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fc.3 / 3 
as Don Alvaro 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 34681-34715, 315 p 
Source: US-NYcu 
AIVS: PY score/ US-NYcu 
1869 Version (next 9 entries) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 41312-41346, 321 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48G3 
Publ: Ri/ Mil , pl 41381 , 320 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fc.3/ 4 
Publ: Ri/ Mil , 1869 (rev 1944), pl 41381 , 367p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48F7/ A* 
Publ: SSG/ Mad, 1913, 320 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Fc.3/ 2 
Lang: It-Eng, tr P. Csonka & A. TheslOf 
Publ: Ka/ NY, 1968 (rpt of Ri 41381), 367 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48F7/ B* 
Lang: It-Eng, tr R . & T. Martin 
Publ: Sch/ NY, 1968, ed 2790, 367 ,p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48F7 1968 
Lang: It- Ger, tr J. Griinbaum 
Publ: Cr/ Ham pl 3391 , 302 p (incomplete) 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Rsc.3/ 2 
Lang: Ger, as Die Macht des Schicksals, tr J. 
Griinbaum 
Publ: Pe/ Lei , 1933, pl 11180; 4254* 285p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48F7 1933 
Lang: Fr, as La Force du Destin , tr DuLocle 
& Nuitter 
Publ: Cho/ Par, pl AC 5534, 281 p 
Source: US-BE 
AIVS: PY score/ US- BE.2 
MS PART (1869 Version) 
Stage: Organo 
Source: US- NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ F7/ US- NYmet.2/ 11 
PRINTED PARTS (1869 Version) 
Orch. Coro: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Fl/ Ott, Ob 1, 
2, Cl 1, 2 (w/ ms), Fg 1, 2, Cor 1/ 2, 3/ 4, Tr 
1, 2, Trn 1/ 2 (w/ ms), 3/ Bmbd, Timp, G 
Cassa, Arpa 1, 2, Tamb, SA 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 34667-70, 46421: I- XIV 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ F7 / US-NYmet. l- .2 
Suggeritore 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 41312- 346, 321 p 
Source: GB- Leg 
AIVS: PY score/ GB- Lcg .2 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Piano Solo (1869 Version) 
Publ: Ri / Mil , pl 46370, 223 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 33.V48/ B2 
GIOVANNA D' ARCO 
MS ORCH SCORES (6 complete) 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ F-Pn 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS sco're/ G5/ I-Bc 
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Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ I-Mc 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ I-Nc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ I-Nc.3/ 1&2 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48/ v.5 
as Orietta di L esbo 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ I-Nc. l / Acts 1-2; 3-4 
Sinfonia (7) 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Bc/ 2 
Source: I- Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Fc.2/ 5 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I- Mc.2/ 13 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: Frag/ l-Mc.2/ 18 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ I-Nc.3 
Source: I-PAc 
AIVS: Voe Score/ I-PAc/ 4 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/ MS score/ I-PLc/ 5 
No. 5 ("Sempre all'alba ed alla sera") 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Taf.1 / 11 
PRINTED ORCH SCORE 
Pub!: Ka/ NY, (rpt of Ri 1281]6) 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M l 500.V48G5 
MS PV SCORE (selections) 
No. 5 ("Sempre all'alba ed alla sera"), 9 ("O 
fatidica foresta") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Mc.2/ 16,17 
PRINTED PV SCORES (5) 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 17171-91, 213 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fc.4 
GIOVANNA D'ARCO 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, rev 1950, pl 53712, 246 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48G5* 
Pub!: Gir/ Nap, pl 6954-76, 147 p 
Source: 1-Nn 
AIVS: PY score/1-Nn/ 2 
Pub!: BC/ Par, pl BC 820, 216 p 
Source: B- Bc 
AIVS: PY score/ B-Be. I 
Pub!: Es/ Par, 1856, pl LE 1536, 221 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48D8 1846* 
Lang: Fr, as Jeanne d 'Arc, tr L. Danglais 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl LE 2307, 221 p 
Source: Chusid Collection 
AIVS: M 1503.V48D8 
MS PARTS 
Sinfonia (next 6 entries) 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie , Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl 
I , 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Tm 1, 
2, 3, Ofc, Timp, G Cassa, Ve/ Cb, Cb 
Source: I-Fe 
ATVS: Frag/ l-Fc.2/ 5 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Cb, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, 
Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Fg 1, 2, Tr 1, 2 
Source: I- Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.2/ 13 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vie , Fl , Ott, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Cor 
1,3,4, Tr 1/ 2,2, Fg 1,2, Tm 1/ 2/ 3,2, Tamb, 
Tm 3,Timp, Ofc,Cassa, Ve, Ve/ Cb 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ I-Nc.3/ 3 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vie, Fl, Ott, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Cor 
1,2,3 ,4, Tr 1,2, Fg 1,2, Tm 1,2,3, Cimb, 
Timp, Ve, Cb, Cone, Cb 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ G5/ I-Nc.3/ 4 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vle,Vc,Cb, Ott, Fl ,Ob 1,2,Cl 1, 
2,Fg 1,2, Cor 1,2,3,4, Ctt,Tr 2, Tm 1/ 2,3, 
Ofc, Tamb 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/ MS parts/ 1-PLc.l 
GIOVANNA D'ARCO/JERUSALEM 
Oreb: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl 
1, 2/0tt, Ott, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2, Cor 
1,2,3,4,Tr 1, 2, Trn 1/2, 3, Ofc, Timp, 
Tamb, G Cassa, Tri 
Source: I-TSmt 
AIVS: Frag/ I-TSmt 
No. 5 ("Sempre all'alba ed alla sera") 
Oreb: Vie, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, Ob, Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2, 
Cor l (D}, 2 (D), l (A), 2 (A}, Tr 1,2, Trn 
1,2,3, Serp 
Source: I-Tf (with printed parts below) 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3/ 2 
No. 6 ("Paventi Carlo tu forse?") 
Oreb: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Cb, Fl , Cl 1,2, Cor 
1/2, Fg 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.4/ 5 
PRINTED PARTS 
No. 5 ("Sempre all'alba ed alla sera") 
Oreb: VI 1,2, Vie, V c/ Cb 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 15199-15202 
Source: I-Tf (with manuscript parts above) 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Taf.3/ 2 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 2 entries) 
Sinfonia 
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Orch: Vl l, V c/ Cb, Tr 1, Vie, VI 2, Cor 1, Fg, 
VI 2, Cl 1, Ob 1, Fl, Cb, Trn 1,2, Vl l, VI Pr, 
Tr 2, Cor 2 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi.6/ 1 
No. 2 ("Qual v'ha speme?"), 8, ("Franco Son io"), 
11 ("Dal cielo a noi chi viene") 
Oreb: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Cl, Ob, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I- Pi .1/ 13 
Four Flutes and Two Violoncelli 
Sinfonia 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.2/ 14 
Violin Solo 
No. 6 ("Paventi Carlo tu forse?") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I- Mc.2/ 15 
"Giovanna D' Arco Pot-Pourri" 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Ob, Cl, Cor 1,2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi.1/ 14 
JERUSALEM 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: Arch/ M 1500.V48J5** 
MS ORCH SCORES (2 complete) 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: MS score/ J5/ B-Ba/ l & 2 
Lang: It, as Gerusalemme 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ JS/ I-Mc/ Acts I-II; III-IV 
Act III Ballet Music 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ J5/ B-Ba/ 4/ 4 
PRINTED PY SCORES 
Publ: BC/ Par, pl BC 1050, 302 p 
Source: B-Bc 
AIVS: PY score/ B-Bc.l / 2 
Publ: Es/Par, pl BC 1256, 300 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48J5* 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48J5** 
Lang: It, as Gerusalemme, tr C. Bei 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 20671-20765, 316 p 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fn.6/ 1 
Ballet Music (with many cuts) 
Publ: Es/ Par, pl BC 1256, pp. 194-227 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ J5/ B-Ba.4/ 5 
No. 9 ("Quelle ivresse bonheur supreme") 
Publ: Es/ Par, pl BC 1050 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: Frag/ J5/ l - Rsc 
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MS PARTS 
Orch. Stage: Ott, Fl 1,2, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg 
1,2, Cor 1/ 2, 3/4, Ctt 1,2, Tr 1,2, Trn 
1,2,B, Ofc, Timp, G Cassa, VI 1,2, Vie, 
Ve/ Cb, Ve, Cb, Ballet repetiteur, Banda, 
Arpa, Org 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ J5/ B-Ba 1-4 
JERUSALEM/ I LOMBARDI 
Stage. Prin: Act II: Tamb; Act II No. 4 ("Dieu 
soit loue"): Comte; Musique de scene 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ J5/ B-Ba 4 
I LOMBARDI ALLA PRIMA CROCCIAT A 
MS ORCH SCORES (6 complete) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ L8/ A- Wn 
Source: I- Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ L8/ l-Mc 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ L8/ I-Nc.l 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ L8/ I-Nc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ L8/ I-Nc.3 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48 v.6 
No. 1 ("O nobile esempio") 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 12 
No. 2 ("Sciagurata! hai tu creduto") transp 
from c to nt> 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1/ 13, 14 
No. 4 ("Vieni gia posa Arvino") 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 15 
No. 6 ("La mia letizia infondere": next 2 
entries) 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Fc.1/ 5 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Mc.4/ 13 
No. 6 ("La mia letizia infondere") with definithe 
new cabaletta written by Verdi for Poggi (2) 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 11 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 9 
No. 9 ("Se vano se vano") 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 18-19 
No. 9 ("Se vano se vano") transp from G to F 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 17 
No. 13 ("Qua! volutta trascorrerre") 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1/ 16 
No. 13 ("Qua! volutta trascorrerre") , 14 ("In cielo 
benedetto") 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Taf.1 / 14,12 
No. 14 ("In cielo benedetto") transp from A to G 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1 / 20 
PRINTED ORCH SCORE 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , pl 125233-9545 int, 775p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48 L8 
MS PY SCORE (selections) 
No. 6 ("La mia letizia infondere") , 7 ("Ma quando 
un suon terribile", 14 ("In cielo benedetto"),15 
("O Signore dal tetto natio") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Mc.3/ 3-7, 10 
I LOMBARDI 
PRINTED PV SCORES (7) 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 14531-55, 259 p 
Source: I- P Ai 
AIVS: M 1503.V48L8 
Source: I-SA 
AIVS: SA 69 - SA 70 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 32106-30, 275 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M I503.V48F7 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 42309, 345 p 
So'urce: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/+M I503.V48L8* 
Pub!: Gir/Nap, pl 6425- 7005 int, 2I6 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/1-Nc.I/2 
Pub!: Ca/Nap, I85I, pl I25-I53, 218 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M I503.V48L8 I85I 
Pub!: BC/ Par, pl BC 586 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48G3 
Publ: Ri / Mil [?]pl pq I500I /I9073-93 
Source: US-Cn 
AIVS: PY score/L8/US-Cn 
MS PARTS 
Orch. Stage: VI Pr, Fl, Ott, Ob 1, 2, Cl I, 2, 
Fg I /2, Cor I ,3,2,4, Tr I ,2, Tm I ,2,3, 
Serp, Timp, G Cassa, Tri, Cym, Arpa I, 
2, Banda 
Source: US-NYmet (with printed set above) 
AIVS: Parts/L8/US-NYmet. I-.3 
No. 1 ("Oh nobile esempio") 
Stage: Organo 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc. I /22 
No. 2 ("Sciagurata! hai tu creduto") 
Coro: SI, 2, 3, Tl, 2, Bl, 2 
Source: I-Fe 
A IVS: Frag/I-Fc.2/ 1 
No. 6 ("La mia letizia infondere") 
Orch: Cl, Fg I, 2, Cor I/2, Tr I, 2, Trb I, 2 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Fc.8/ I 
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No. 11 ("O belle a queste misera") 
Orch. Coro: VI I,2, Vie, Cb, Tl,2, B, TI,2, B,B2 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3 
No. 13 ("Qua! volutta trascorrerre": next 3 entries) 
Orch: VI Pr, Sugg, VI I, 2, Vie, Fl, Cl I, 2, 
Cor I,2, Tr I,2 , Tm I,2,3, Ve/Cb, Cb 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/I-Fc.1/6 
Orch: Arpa, Vie, VI "di concerto", VI 2, Vie 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/I-Fc.I 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, 
Cl 1, 2, Fg I , 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Tm 1, 
2, Serp , Timp, G Cassa, Arpa 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/l-Taf.3/3 




Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Ve, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, 
Cl I, 2, Fg I, 2, Cor 1 (E), 2 (E), 1 (A), 2 (A), 
Tr I, 2, Tm I, 2, Serp, Timp 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3/4 
No. 15 ("0 Signore dal tetto natio": next 2 entries) 
Orch, Coro: Ve, Cb, SI, 2, Tl, 2, B 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3/5, 7 
Lang: Fr-It 
Orch. Coro: VI I, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Ott, Ob 1, 2, 
Cl 1, 2, Tm I, 2, Cor I (C), 2 (C), I (G), 2 




Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/Cb 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl I5165-68 
Source: US-NYmet (with ms set below) 
AIVS: Parts/L8/US-NYmet.l/2-5 
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MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 4 entries) 
No. 1 (Oh nobile esempio"), 2 ("Sciagurata! 
hai tu creduto") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vle, V c/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Cl 1,2, Ob, Cor 1,2, Tr 1,2, Trn 1,2 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/l-Pi.5/9,11 
No. 5 ("E' dunque vero") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Cb, Tr 1, 
Ob, Cor 1, 2, FI, Cl I, 2, Tr 2, Trn, Fg 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.5/6 
I LOMBARDI/ LUISA MILLER 
No. 7 ("Ma quando un suon terribile") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Cl 1, 
Ob, Cor I, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Pi.5 / 8,10 
No. 15 ("O Signore dal tetto natio") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Cb, FI, Cl 2, 1, Ob, 
Cor I, 2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/l-Pi.5/ 12 
Piano Solo 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Mc.3/ 1 
LUISA MILLER 
MS ORCH SCORES (7 complete) 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/ L9/ I-Bc 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: M 1500.V8M12 1847 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ L9/ I-Mc 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ L9/I-Nc 
Source: US-Bm 
AIVS: MS score/ L9/ US-Bm 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48 v7 
Lang: It-Fr 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/ L9/ US-Wc 
Sinfonia (2) 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Fc.3/ 1 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.1/24 
No. 3 (Sacra e la scelta"), 8 ("Tu puniscimi") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.3/ 9,10 
No. 8 ("Tu puniscimi") 
Source: I-Tn 
AIVS: Frag/L9 /I-Tn 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2 complete) 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 123951, 573 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
ATVS: M 1500.V48B2 
Publ: Ka/ NY, ed. A 4617 (rpt ~f Ri 123951) 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48L9 
Sinfonia 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1954, pl PR 7~7, 44 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ M 1004.V48L9 
MS PY SCORE (selection) 
No. 13 ("La tomba e un letto") 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.I / 23 
PRINTED PY SCORES (6 complete) 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 22191-22214, 259 p 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48M12 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 22191-22214, 260 p 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48A2 1872 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 30583-30605, 262 p 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: PY score/I-Bc/ 3 
Source: US-BE 
AIVS: PY score/ US-BE.1 / 4 
LUISA MILLER/MACBETH 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, rpt I969, pl 42~10, 309 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M I503.V48L9 
Pub!: Gir/Nap, pl 9470-9I6 int, 2I2 p 
Source: John Russell Collecti,Pn 
AIVS: Rare/+M 1503.V48L9 
AIVS: M 1503.V48L9 
Pub!: BC/Par, 1851, pl BC 1170, 262 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/+M 1503.V48L9 1851* 
Lang: Fr, as Louise Miller 
Pub!: Es/Par, pl BC 135I & 1170, 262 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1503.V48M12 I848 
No. 9 ("L'alto retaggio non ho bramato") 
Pub!: Boo/Lon, I I p 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PY score/GB-Lcg.2 
MS PARTS 




Orch: Cone, VI I, 2, Vie, Fl I, 2, Ott, Ob 
I,2, Cl I, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, Tr I, 2, Trn 3, 
Cimb, Timp, Ve, Cb, Cb I, 2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/l-Nc.I/25 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Ob I, 2, Cl I, 2, Fg I, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 
4, Tr I, 2, Trn I/2, 3, Bmbd, Timp, Tamb 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.3/13 
No. 11 ("Quando le sere al placido") (next 2 
entries) 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, Fl I, 2, Ott, Ob I, 2, 
Cl I, 2, Cor I (Eb), 2 (Eb), 2 (Ab), Tr 
I,2, Fg I,2,Trn 1,2,3, Timp,Tuba, Ve, Cb 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/I-Nc.2/2 




No. 11 ("In terra ci divisero") Alternate aria, 
probably not by Verdi 
Pr in. Orch: Rodolfo, VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, 
Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ob, Cl I, 2, Fg, Cor I, 2, Arpa 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/l-Fc.1/7 
No. 13 ("La tomba e un letto") 
Prin. Orch: Miller, Luisa, VI 1, 2, Vie, Fl 1, 
2, Ott, Ob 1, 2, Cl I, 2, Cor I, I (F), 2 




MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Flute and Orchestra 
No. 8 ("Tu puniscimi"), 13 (La tomba e un letto") 
Orch: Cone, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Ott, Fl, 
Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, 
Tr 1, 2, 2, Trn 1,12, 3, Ofc, Timp 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/MS parts/l-PLc.5-6 
Clarinet and Orchestra 
No. 11 ("Quando le sere al placido") 
Orch: Cone, VI I, 2, Cb, Ott, Ob I, 2, Cl I, 2, 
Fg 1, 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn I, 2, 3, 
Ofc, Timp 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/MS parts/1-PLc.I 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Piano Solo 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 42218, 99 p 
AIVS: Rare/+M 33.V48L9*** 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 33.V48L9 
MACBETH 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORES (2) 
1847 Version 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: ML 96.5.V48MI2 1847 
1865 Version (partial autograph) 
Source: F-Pn 
ATVS: Bobst/+ML 96.5.V48Ml2** 
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MS ORCH SCORES: 1847 Version (I 1) 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ I-Bc 
Source: I-Fe (signed "Visto da me - G . 
Verdi") 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ I-Fc 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ I-Mc. l 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ I-Mc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ I-Nc.l 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ I-Nc.2/ Acts 1-2; 3-4 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ I-Rsc/ Acts 1-2 / 3-4 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48Ml2 Act 1;2;3;4* 
Source: David Lawton Collection (w / pr 
Ri/ Mil pl 120820) 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48Ml2/ B* 
Lang: Ger (2) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml 2/ A-Wn.l 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ Ml2/ A-Wn.2 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES: 1865 Version (2) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 120820 int, 741 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48Ml2 
Pub!: Ka/ NY (rpt of Ri pl 120820 pis) 
AIVS: Bobst/ + M 1500.V48Ml 2/A 
MS PV SCORES (selections) 
No. 5 (Fatal mia donna"), 7 ("Trionfai! Securi 
alfine") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Mc.3/ 11, 13 
No. 8 ("Chi v'impose unirvi a noi") 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Rsc/ 7 
No. 13 ("Ah la paterno mano") 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/I-Nc.2/ 3 
PRINTED PV SCORES 
1847 Version (5) 
Pub!: Or/ Nap, pl 225-51, 176 p 
Source: I-Nn 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Nn/ 3 
Pub!: DM/ Nap, l 76 p 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: PV score/ 1-Mr.l / 2 
Pub!: Gir/ Nap, pl 7708-33, l 72 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Nc.1/ 3 
MACBETH 
Pub!: BC/ Par, 1848, pl BC 1027, 238 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1503.V48Ml2 1848 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48Ml2* 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48Ml2** 
. Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 19621-43, 257 p 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48Ml2 
1865 Version (6) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 38841-65, 282 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Mc.2/ 1 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Bc/ 2 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 38966-90, 282 p 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48F7 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1960 (rev 1948), pl 42311, 
302p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48Ml2/ 1948* 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl 1027, 290 p 
Source: I-SA 
AIVS: SA 68 - SA 69 
Lang: Fr, tr Nuitter & Beaumont 
Pub!: Es/ Par, 1865, pl LE2442/ 1027, 290p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1503.V48Ml2 1848 
Source: I-SA 
AIVS: SA 68-69 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48Ml2 1865* 
MACBETH/I MASNADIERI 
Lang: It-Eng, tr W. Ducloux 
Pub!: Sch/NY, 1961, pl 46438, 320 p 




AIVS: Frag/MS parts/1-PLc.2 
Orch: Cor 1, 2 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/Ml2/US-NYmet 1-2 
Preludio & No. 2 ("Che faceste? Dite su") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Cl 
1, 2, Ob 1, Cor 1,2, Tr 1,2, Tm, Fg, Ott 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.4/10 
No. 5 ("Fatal mia donna") 
Orch: VI 2, Cb, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, 2, 
Trn 1, 2, 3, Ofc, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve, Ve/ 
Cb, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl, Fg 1, 2 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/MS parts/1-PLc. l 
No. 10 ("Tre volte miagola la gatta") 
Coro score 
Source: 1-PLcon 
ATVS: Frag/MS parts/l-PLc.2/10 
No. 12 ("Patria oppressa!") 
Orch. Coro: VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Fg 2, Tr 1, 
2, SI, 2, Tl, 2, B 
Source: 1-Vfen 
AIVS: Frag/1-Vfen/7 
MS ARRANGEMENTS {l complete) 
Reduced Orchestration: Score 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: Bobst/+ M 1500.V48Ml4* 
No. 3 ("Vieni t'affreta":next 2 entries) 
Brass Ensemble 
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Orch: Score; Clavicomo 1, 2, 3, Cor 1 /2, Tr 2, 1, 
B 2, 1 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/I-Mc.3/15 
Flute and Orchestra 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Cl, Ob, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1, 2, Tm, Fg 1, 2 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/1-Pi.5 
Trombone and Orchestra 
No. 5 ("Fatal mia donna") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Cb, Fl, Cl 1, 2, 
Cor 1/2, Tr, Tm Solo, VI Pr 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/l-Mc.3/14 
No. 9 ("Salve 0 Re") 




Piano Solo based on 1865 Version 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 42219 
AIVS: Rare/+M 33.V48Ml2*** 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 33.V48Ml2 
I MASNADIERI 
MS ORCH SCORES (6 complete) 
Source: GB-Leg 
ATVS: MS Score/Ml3/GB-Lcg 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/M13/I-Mc.l 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: MS score/M13/I-Mc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/Ml3/l-Nc 
Source: US-NYcu 
AIVS: MS score/Ml3/US-NYcu 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48v.9 
No. 3 ("La sua lampada vitale") 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/l-Fc.1/8 
PRINTED PY SCORES (6 complete) 
Publ: Luc/Mil, pl 6531-50, 240 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48L8 1851 
Publ: Luc/Mil, 1847, pl 6551, 212 p, w/ms 
printers' markings 
ATVS: Rare/+M 1503.V48M3 1847* 
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Publ: Ri/Mil, 1889, pl 53702, 215 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/+M 1503.V48M3* 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 53702 (rpt), ~15 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48M3 
Pub I: Gir /Nap, pl 7942-8002 int, 151 p 
Source: 1-Nn 
AIVS: PY score/I-Nn/4 
Pub!: BC, pl 1125, 212 p 
Source: I-Fe 
ATVS: PY score/I-Fc.5 
Lang: Fr, as L es Brigands, tr J . Ruelle 
Pub I: Cho/Par, pl LE 3101, 234 p (rpt .of Es) 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48Ml2 1865a 
No. 3 ("La sua lampada vitale") 
Pub!: Luc/Mil, pl 6553 , 15 p 
Source: GB-Leg 




AIVS: PY score/ Ml3/ GB-Lcg 
Orch: VI Pr, Fl, Ob , Cl, Fg 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: MS parts/ Ml3/ GB-Lcg/ Part I 
I MASNADIERI/NABUCCO 
Orch: Cor 1/ 2, 3/ 4, Tr I, 2, A/ T Trn, Trn 
B, Ofc, Timp, Cassa, Arpa, VI l 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: MS parts/Ml3/GB-Lcg/ Part II 
Orch. Coro: VI I , 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, T 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: MS parts/ Ml3/GB-Lcg/ Part III 
No. 10 ("Le rube, gli stupri") 
Coro: Tl , 2, Bl , 2 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3/ 11 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestration (next 2 entries) 
No. 4 ("Lo sguardo avea degl'angeli") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl , 
Cl, Ob, Cor I, 2, Tr 1, 2, Trn, Ott 
Source: I- Pi 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Pi.6/ 8 
No. 8 ("Tutto quest'oggi le mani in mano") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Cl, Ob, Cor I , 2, Trn 
. Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/I-Pi.1 / 5 
Solo Piano Fantasy arr by Truzzi 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: Frag/I- Mc.3/ 16 
NABUCCO 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORES 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: Arch/ML 96.5.V48N12** 
MS ORCH SCORES (14 complete) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ N12/ A-Wn 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/ Nl2/ I-Bc 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/ Nl2/ I-Fc 
Source: I-Mc (w/ pr Sinfonia, Ri pl 99590) 
AIVS: MS score/Nl2/ l-Mc 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: MS score/ Nl2/ I-Mr 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ N12/ 1-Nc.l 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ NI2/ l-Nc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/ Nl 2/I-Nc.3 
Source: US-Bm 
AIVS: MS score/ Nl2/ US-Bm 
Source: US-NYp 
ATVS: MS score/ Nl2/ US-NYp 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48vl4 
NABUCCO 
Lang: Fr (2) 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: MS score/ N 12/ B-Ba 
Source: B-Bc 
AIVS: MS score/ Nl2/ B-Bc 
Lang: Ger 
Source: US-W c 
AIVS: MS score/ Nl2/ US-Wc 
Sinfonia (2) 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/ MS score/ I-PLc 
Source: 1-PAc 
AIVS: Voe Score/ 1-PAc/ 5 
No. 2 ("D'Egitto la sui lidi") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.4/ 4 
No. 2 ("D'Egitto la sui lidi") 10 ("Donna chi 
sei?"), 11 ("Va pensiero sull'ali dorate") 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Taf.l 
No. 5 ("Anch'io dischiuso un giorno") 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Fc. l / l 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2 complete) 
Pub!: Ri / Mil , pl 99590/ 128083, 636 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48Nl2 
Pub!: UCP/ Chi & Lon, 1987, 529 p (plus 
critical commentary) 
AIVS: Bobst/ ++M3.V48serl* 
Sinfonia (2) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1954, pl PR 738, 48 p * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1004.V48NI2/ 1954 
Pub!: Eu/ Lon, pl EE 1112, 40 (? 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M I004 .V48Nl 2 
MS PY SCORES (selections) 
No. 9 ("E' l'Assiria una regina") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Mc.3 / 19 
No. 11 ("Va pensiero sull'ali dorate), 12, ("Dio 
di Giuda") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.4/ 1,3 
No. 12 ("Dio di Giuda") 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Rsc/ 6 
PRINTED PY SCORES (9 complete) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 13806-30, 229 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48Ml2 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 13806- 30, 256 p 
Source: .I-P Ai 
AIVS: M 1503.V48F7 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil , pl PQ 15000, 123 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ 1-Mc.l.2 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1963, pl 42312, 240 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M l 503.V48Nl2/ A* 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, rpt 1970, pl 42312, *240 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48Nl2/ A 
Pu bl: Ptn/ Nap, pl 6306 - 7058 int, 173 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48R4 
Pub!: Scho/ Par, 1842, pl SI 13Q, 226 p 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48Nl 2 
Lang: Fr 
Pub!: Scho/ Par, 221 p 
Source: B-Bc 
AIVS: PY score/ B-Bc.1 / 3 
Lang: It-Ger, tr H. Proch 
Pub!: Dia/ Vie, pl 7664- 85, 256 p 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/ I- Rsc.2/ 2 
Lang: Eng, tr N. Tucker & T. Hammond 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1954, pl LD 390, 241 \? 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48Nl2/ 1954 
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No. 10 ("Donna chi sei"), 7 ("II maledetto non ha 
fratelli") 
Pub!: Chp/ Lon, pl 3460, 8p 
Source: GB- Leg 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lcg.2 
MS PARTS 
Lang: Fr 
Nabucco,A bigaille, lsmaele, Anna, Fenena,Pretre 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ Nf2/ B-Ba.3/ 5-10 
36 
Lang: Fr 
Orch. Coro: Fl 1,2, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2, 
Cor 1/2, 3/4, Tr 1,2, Tm 1/2, 3, Ofc, 
Timp, Tmbl, G Cassa, VI 1,2, Vle, Ve, 
Cb, Maestro del Coro, S 1,2,3, T 1, B, 
Arpa, VI I ( w /partial ms score Act IV), 
Vl 2, Vle, S, T, B 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/Nl2/B-Ba.l - .4 
Sinfonia (4) 
Orch: Vl 1,2, Vie, Ott, Fl, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg 
1, 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn 1, 2, 3, 
Cimb, G Cassa, Timp, Ve, Cb 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: Frag/1-Bc/ l 
Orch: VI 1,2, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl 2, Ob 1,2, Cl 
1,2, Cor I (Solo), 1,2,2 (Solo), Ctt 2, Tr, 
Trn 1,2, G Cassa, Fg 2 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/l-Mc.3/ 17 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Fl 1, Cl 1, Fg 1, 
Ctt 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.3 / 18 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vie, Cb, Ott, Fl, Cl 1,2, Ob 
1,2, Fg 1,2, Cor 1,2,3,4, Tr 1,2, Tm 1,2,3, 
Ofc, Cassa, Timp, Tamb 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/MS Parts/ I-PLc.2/ 6 
No. 2 ("D'Egitto la sui lidi") w /Ri pl 13808 
Prin. Coro. Orch: Ismaele, Coro, S I / 2,3, T 
1,2, B, VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie 1,2, V c/ Cb, Cb, 
Fl 1,2, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg I /2, Cor 1,2, Tr 
1,2, Trn 1/ 2 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Fc.2/ 2 
No. 2 ("D'Egitto la sui lidi") 
Orch. Coro: VI 1,2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Cb, Cor 1,2, 
Timp, S, A, T, T, B, Coro Score, S 1, 
MzS I, S 2, 3, T 1, 2, B, B 1, 2 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3 
No. 3 ("Oh come piu bella") 
Suggeritore, A bigaille, Fenena, Ismaele 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Taf.3/ 16 
NABUCCO 
No. 4 ("Lo vedeste?"), 5 ("Anch'io dischiuso un 
giomo") 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vie, Ve (#5 only), Cb 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3/18, 14 
No. 5 ("Anch'io dischiuso un giorno"), 13 ("Oh 
dischiuso e ii firmamento") 
Coro: SI (# 13 only), T 1,2, B 1,2 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3/ 8,12 
No. 8 ("Ma quel sorge tumulto") 
Lang: Fr 
Orch. Pr in. Coro: VI 1,2, Vie, V c, Cb, Ott, 
Fl, Cl 1,2, Ob 1,2, Cor 1,2 (Bb), 1,2 (Eb), 
Fg 1,2, Tm B/ Ofc, Tm I /2, G Cassa, Timp, 
T, Fenena, S, Ismaele, Zaccaria, B, Tr 1,2, 
Abigaille, Nabucco 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.3 
No. 10 ("Donna chi sei?": next 2 entries) 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, V c/Cbb Cb, Ft Ott, <;?b 
l,2'b Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2, Cor l(B ), 2(B ), l(E ), 
2(E ), Tr 1,2, Trn 1,2, Tm 2/ Cimb, Timp 
Source: I-Mc 
A IVS: Frag/ 1-Mc. I / 4 
Sacerdote/ Nabucco 
Source: 1-Tf 
AIVS: Frag/I-Taf.3/ 20 
No. 11 ("Va pensiero sull'ali dorate") 
Coro: T2, S 1,2 
Source: I-Tf 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Taf.3 / 13, 19-20 
No. 11 ("Va pensiero sull'ali dorate") 
Lang: It, some Fr 
Orch. Coro: Cl 1,2, VI I, Fl, Ob 1,2, Cor 1,2, Fg 
1,2, Tr 1,2, Trn T, Tm B, Ve, Cb, SI, B, T, 
S2, Timp, VI 2, Ott, Cor 3,4, Vie 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Mc.3 / 20 
No. 12 ("Dio di Giuda") transposed from F to E 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve/Cb "al Cembalo", 
Cb, Fl 1,2, Ob 1,2, Fg 1,2, Trn 1,2,3, Serp 
Source: 1-Vfen 
AIVS: Frag/ 1-Vfen/ 2 
NABUCCO/OBERTO 
No. 13 ("Oh dischiuso e ii firmamento"): 
Alternate Preghiera written by Verdi for 
Granchi 
Orch. Prin: VI Pr, Fog!, Arpa, Fenena, Fg 
1,2, Vie, VI 1, Cor 2, Fl, Cl 1,2, Tr 1, 
Ott, Cor 4, Ob 1,2, Sugg, Tr 2, V c/ Cb ("al 
Cembalo"), Cor 3, Vie, Cor 2 
Source: 1-Vfen 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Vfen/ 2 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 4 entries) 
Sinfonia 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Cb, Cl 1, Cor 1, 
Fl, Ob 1, Tr 1, Trn 1,2 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi.6/ 3 
No. 4 ("Lo vedeste?") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Cb, Fl, Cl, Ob, 
Cor 1/ 2, Tr, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Pi.4/ 6 
No. 8 ("Ma quel sorge tumulto") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1,2, Vie, Cb, Fl, Cl 1,2, Ob, 
Cor 1,2, Tr 1,2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi.4/ 5 
No. 10 ("Donna chi sei ?") 
Orch: VI Pr, Vl 1,2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
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Ott, Cl 1,2, Ob, Cor I / 2, Tr I / 2, Trn, Bmbd 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Pi .5/ 4 
Piano Solo 
No. 11 ("Va pensiero sull'ali dorate") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Mc.4 /2 
OBERTO 
MS ORCH SCORES (3 complete) 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: M 1500.V48012/ m.432 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ 012/ I-Nc.1 / Act I; Act II 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ 012/ I-Nc.2 
Sinfonia 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Bc/ 3 
MS PV SCORE (selection) 
No. Sa: ("D'innocenza i primi inganni") 
Alternate Cavatina written by Verdi for 
Abbadia 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1508.V48012* 
Source: I-Tn 
AIVS: M 1508.V48012 
PRINTED PV SCORES (3) 
Pub!: Ri & Jou/ Fl, pl 11446-11548, no pg 
Source: I-Fl ** 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48012 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 11976-95, 227 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PV score/I-Fc.4/2 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 53704-05, 231 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48012* 
MS PARTS 
Sinfonia 
Orch: Fl, Ott, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, VI 
2, Fg I, 2, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, 
Trn 1, 2, 3, Bmbd, Timp, VI 1, 
2, Vie, Ve, Cb 
Source: I-Be 
ATVS: Fragments/ I-Bc/ 3 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestration 
No. 3 ("Sotto ii paterno tetto") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Cl I, 2, Ob, Cor 1, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi .3/ 12 
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Reduced Orchestrations (next 2 entries) 
No. 3 ("Sotto ii paterno tetto") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
CI, Ob, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn, Ott 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.6/ 7 
OBERTO/OTELLO 
No. 10 ("Dov'e l'astro che nel cielo") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Cl, Ob, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.1/ 6 
OTELLO 
AUTOGRAPH SKETCH FRAGMENTS 
Sketch fragments from Act III 
Source: US-NYpm 
AIVS: Arch / A UT /Frag/ 08/ US-NYpm ** 
Source: F-Po 
AIVS: AUT/ MISC/ F-Po/ 3 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (5) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 52214, 365 pin 4 vols. 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: PR score/I-Mr/ 2 
Source: I-Rsc 
AIVS: PR score/ I-Rsc/ 2 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M I 500.V4808 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1913, pl 113955, 530 p 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: M 1500.V48vl4 
Publ: Br/ NY, pl 395 (rpt of Ri 113955), 572p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V4808/ 1913a* 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 19?8, pl PR 155, 572 I? 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V4808/ 1958 
Lang: Fr, as Othello, tr DuLocle & Boito 
Publ: Ri / Par, 1894, pl 52214, 365 p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M l 500.V48 v.9 
PRINTED PV SCORES (8) 
Publ: Ri / Lon, pl 51107 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PV score/ 08 / GB-Lcg 
Pu bl: Ri / Mil, pl 51023, 364 p 
Source: 1-Rsc 
ATVS: PV score/I-Rsc.3 / 3 
Source: John Russell Collection 
ATVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V4808 188(. 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V4808 1887 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 51023, 364 p w/ Verdi's ms 
annotations (used by DuLocle for trans) 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PV score/1-Mc.4/l 
Lang: Fr, as Othello, tr DuLocle & Boito 
Publ: Ri / Par, 1894, pl 51635, 365 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/l-Mc.3/ 5 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PV score/ l-Fn.6/ 3 
Lang: Ger, as Othello, tr M. Kalbeck 
Pub!: Ri / Mil , pl 51972 , 364 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PV score/ 1-Fn.7/ l 
Lang: It-Eng, tr F. Hueffer (next 2 entries) 
Pub!: Ri / NY & Mil, pl 52105, 364 p 
ATVS: Rare/ +M l 503 .V4808* 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.¥4808** 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Fn .6/2 
Pub!: Sch/ NY, pl 43686/ 2227 (rpt of Ri 
52105), 364 p * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.¥4808/ B 
Lang: It-Eng, tr anon 
Pub!: Ka/ NY, 364 p * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V4808/C 
MS PARTS 
Orch, Stage: Arpa 2, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Fl 1,2, 
Ott/ Fl 3, Ob I, 2, Cl I, 2/ CI B, Fg l /2, 3/4, 
Cor 1/2, 3/ 4, Tr l , 2, Ctt I, 2, Trn 1,2, 3/Trn 
B, Timp, G Cassa, Ob/ Crnm, Chit 2, Tuono, 
LF, Mand , Chit I, Tr (stage), Arpa 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ 08 / US-NYmet.2-.3 
Orch: Cl B 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ 08/ US-NYmet.l / 9 
OTELLO/RIGOLETTO 
PRINTED PARTS 
Orch. Stage: VI I, 2, Vie, V c/Cb, Fl I, 2, 
Ott/Fl 3, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2/Cl b, Fg I /2, 
3/4, Cor 1/2, 3/4, Tr 1, 2, Ctt I, 2, Trn 1, 
2, Trn 3/Trn B, G Cassa, Timp, G Cassa 
Sola, LF, Chit, Ob/Crnm, Mand, Arpa 
Pub!: Ri/Mil,pl 51005-9 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/08/US-NYmet.l - .2 
Stage: Tr 2 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 51009-XXIV, l p 
Source: US-PRu 
ATVS: Parts/ 08/US-NYmet.3 
Stage: Tr 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 51009-XXI-A-DD, 12 p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: Fragments/08/ US-Wc 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Piano Solo 
Publ: Ri/Mil, 1945, pl 571J07, 214 p 
AIVS: Rare/+M 33.V48A2 ** 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 33.V48A2 
RIGOLETTO 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mr 
ATVS: Bobst/ +ML 96.5.V48R4** 
AUTOGRAPH SKETCH FACSIMILE 
Source: I-Mr 
ATVS: Bobst/ +ML 96.5.V48R4** 
MS ORCH SCORES (17 complete) 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48R4/A** 
Source: GB-Lb! 
ATVS: Bobst/M 1500.V48R4/B/Oversize** 
Source: I-Be 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/I-Bc 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/R4/I-Fc 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/ I-Mc.l 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/ I-Mc.2 
Source: 1-Rsc 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/ I-Rsc 
Source: 1-Vfen 
ATVS: M 1500.V48R4/ A 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/US-Wc.l 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/ US-Wc.2 
Lang: Fr 
Source: B-Ba 
AlVS: MS score/ R4/ B-Ba & B-Ba.l 
as Lionello (next 2 entries) 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/ I-Nc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/I-Nc.3 
as Viscardello (next 2 entries) 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/R4/I-Nc.4 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/R4/l-Nc.5 
as Viscardel/o ossia Rigoletto 
Source: US-Bm 
ATVS: MS score/R4/US-Bm 
as Clara di Perth 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/R4/I-Nc. l 
"Director's score" (Act I is incomplete) 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: MS score/ R4/ US-Wc.2 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (5) 
Pu bl: Ri / Mil, 1895, pl 98189, 580 p 
A IVS: Rare/ +M 1500. V 48R4 189 5 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M I500.V48R4 1895** 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: M 1500.Y48vl0 
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Publ: Ri/Mil, 1914, pl 113960, 431 p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48v15 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1954, pl PR 156, 431 p 
ATVS: Bobst/M 1500.V48R4/1954* 
Publ: Ka/NY, 1970, #395 (rpt of Ri !13960) 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1500.V48R4/1954a 
Publ: UCP/ Chi & Lon, 1983, 347 p (plus 
critcal commentary) 
AJVS: Bobst/++M 3.V48ser.1 / v.17* 
MS PY SCORE 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Fc.3/ 5 
PRINTED PY SCORES (20 complete) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1852, pl 23071-90, 231 p 
Source: Scott Stringham Collection* 
AlVS: Rare/ + M 1503.V48R4 1852 
Publ: Ri / Mil , pl 23071-90, 244 p 
Source: J-PAi 
AlVS: M 1503.V48F7 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 29615-34, 250 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Mc.2/4 
Source: US-BE 
ATVS: PY score/ US-BE.1 / 3 
Pub!: Gir/ Nap, pl 9934-10399 int, 181 p 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/ l-Rsc.4/ 2 
Publ: Cl/ Nap, pl 1129-49, 181 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48R4 
Pub!: BC/ Par, 1854, pl BC 1345, 250 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48R4/ A * 
Publ: BC/ Par, pl BC 1345, 230 p 
Source: B-Bc 
AIVS: PV score/B-Bc.2/2 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 42313, 253 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AlVS: PV score/ I-Fc.4/3 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 42313, 262 p, interlv 
Source: GB-Leg 
ATVS: PV score/ GB-Lcg.7/2 
RIGOLETTO 
Publ: Ri/Mil, rpt 1971, pl 42313_, 262 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503. V 48R4/ C 
Lang: It-Eng, tr N. MacFarren (2) 
Publ: Sch/NY, 1930, pl 15959, 232 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 1503.V48R4/ I902 
Publ: Nov/Lon, 202 p, interlv 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PY score/ GB-Lcg.7/ 2 
Lang: It-Eng, tr J. Oxenford 
Publ: Boo/ Lon , 235p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PY score/ US-NYp.2 
Lang: It-Eng, tr R & T Martin 
Pu bl: Sch/ NY, 1957, pl 45609 , 232 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503 .V48R4/ 1957 
Lang: It-Eng, tr J . Machlis 
Pu bl: Ri/Mil, 1959, pl 133058, 333 J> 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48R4/ 1957 
Lang: It-Ger (2) 
Pub!: Cr/ Lei , rpt of Pe/ Lei, 2}3 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48R4 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 108973, 379 p 
Source: John Russe ll Collection 
AIVS: Arch / +M 1503 .V48R4* 
Lang: Fr, tr E. Duprez (next 3 entries) 
Pub!: Es/ Par, 1865, pl LE 1761._291 p 
ATVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48R4/ B 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48R4/ B** 
Pub!: Gr/ Par, pl LG 5681, 291 p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PY score/ US-NYp.1 
Publ: Tai / Paris , 300 p 
Source: B-Bc 
ATVS: PY score/ B-Bc.2/ I 
No. 3 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 23076, 6 p 
Source: GB-Leg 
ATVS: PY score/ GB-Lcg.3 
No. 6 
Publ: Cr/ Ham, pl C9666, 7 p 
Source: GB-Leg 





AIVS: Frag/ l-Mc.4/ 6 
Prin. Coro, Orch: Rigoletto, Marullo, 
Sparafucile, Duca, Rigoletto, Gilda (inc), 
Maestro de! Coro, Tl, 2, B, VI l 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Parts/ R4/ l-PLc 
Orch: CI 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ R4/ GB-Lcg/ 7 
Orch: VI Pr 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ R4/ US-NYmet.2 
Banda score 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: Frag/ R4 / US-Wc/ v.2 
Acts 1-11: Suggeritore 
Source: 1-PLcon 
A IVS: Parts/ R4/ I-PLc/ 2-4 
No. 9 ("Cortigiani vii razza dannata") 
transposed from C minor to B minor 
Orch: CI 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ T7 / GB-Lcg/ 7 
PRINTED PARTS 
Gilda 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 23077-88,90 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PV score/ US-NYp.2 
Orch: Vl l, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1895, pl 21240-43 * 
AIVS: Rare/ ++M l 500.V48R4/ parts 
Parts: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Fl/Ott, Fg 1, 2, 
Trn 3/ Serp, Car 3/ 4, Timp 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1895, pl 21310-520 int, 54295 
Source: GB-Leg 
ATVS: Parts/ R4 / GB-Lcg 
Orch, Stage: VI l (w/ ms), 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, 
Fl/ Ott, Ob I, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Car 1, 2, 
3, 4, Tr 1/ 2, Trn 1/ 2, Trn 3/ Serp, Timp, 
Cassa (w/ ms), Banda score 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1895, pl 21310-520 int, 54295 
Source: US-NYmet 
ATVS: Parts/ R4/ US-NYmet.l 
Coro Score 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 21239E 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ T7 / GB- Lcg/ 9-l l 
Banda score 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 54295, 27 p 
Source: US-We 
AJVS: Frag/ R4/ US-Wc/ v.2 
No. 2 "in ·mancanza di VI sul Palco" 
Orch: Vl 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Fogt 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 21240-21243, 21320bis 
AIVS: Parts/ R4/ US-NYmet.l / 5-6 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 2 entries) 
No. 2 ("Questa o quella"), 5 ("E' ii sol 
dell'anima"), 6 ("Caro nome") 
Orch: Vl Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl, 
Ott, Ob, Cl, Cl 2 (No. 5 only), Cor 1, 
2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Frag/ J- Pi.1 / 19, 17,18 
No. 6 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c , Cb, Fl 1, 2, Ob 
1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Timp 
Source: I-Ne 
AJVS: Frag/ l - Nc .2/ 5 
Piano solo arr of Nos. 4-5 
Source: I-Be 
ATVS: Frag/ I-Bc/ 9- 10 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENTS 
Piano solos (next 3 entries) 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1944, pl 422?1, 131 p 
ATVS: Rare/ +M 33.V48R4 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 33 .V48R4** 
Rigoletto Paraphrase, by F. Liszt 
Pub!: Sch/ NY, pl 2363 , 13 p 
ATVS: Arch / +M 33 .V48R4/ L ** 
Act I Banda Music ("Polka"), arr Arban 
Pub!: Es/Par, pl CE2555 
ATVS: Frag/T8 / 2 
Selections for Two Clarinets 
Publ: Ri / Mil, 1851 (rpt 1989), pl ~5003-10 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 289. V48R4/ 1989 
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SIMON BOCCANEGRA 
MS ORCH SCORES (7 complete) 
1857 Version 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/S5/A-Wn 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ SS/ I-Mc 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/ S5/ I-Nc.1 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/S5/I-Nc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/S5/I-Nc.3 
Source: 1-Vfen 
ATVS: M 1500.V48S5/ A/ copy 2 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48v.11 
1881 Version (2) 
Preludio e Prologo 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Rsc/ 1 
Prologo ("Il lacerato spirito" only) 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ l-Nc.2/ 7 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES 
1857 Version: Preludio 
Publ: BS/ Rome, pl BS 1002, 32 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M !004.V48S5/ 1978* 
1881 Version (2) 
Pub!: Ri / Mil pl PR 152, 401 p 
Source: Chusid Collection 
AlVS: M 1500.V48S5 
Pub!: Ka/ NY, A46!5 (rpt of ,!(i), 40lp 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48S5 
PRINTED PV SCORES (8) 
1857 Version (5) 
Pub!: Ri / Mil pl 29431-55, 246 p 
Source: 1-Rsc . 
ATVS: PY score/ I-Rsc.4/ 3 
1857 Version (cont'd) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil pl 29431-55, 246 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fc.5/ 3 
Pub!: Es/ Par, 1857, pl LE 1720, 243 p 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48S5 1850z: 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48S5 1857 
Pub!: Cl/ Nap, pl 2621-45, 172 p 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: PY score/1-Mr.2 
Pub!: Ptn / Nap, pl 12716-12974 int, 178 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Nc.3/ 2 
Pub!: DM/ Nap, pl 758-965 int, I 78 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Nc.3 / 1 
Source: 1-PAi 
. AIVS: M 1503.V48A8 
1881 Version (4) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 47372, 246 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score / l-Fc.5/2 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch / +M 1503.V48S5* 
Lang: Ger, tr C. Niese 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 47563, 250 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
ATVS: PY score/ I-Fn.7/ 2 
Lang: Sp, tr A. Arnao 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, pl 47571, 246 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/1-Fn. 7 / 3 
Lang: Fr, tr DuLocle & Nuitter 
Pub!: Ri / Par, pl 48819, 247 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ 1-Fn.7 / 4 
MS PARTS: 1857 Version 
Orch: Cor 2, Timp, G Cassa 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Parts/ S5/ I-PLc/ 2-4 
SIMON BOCCANEGRA/ STIFFELIO 
Prologo ("11 lacerato spirito" only) 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Fl 1, 2, Ob I, 2, 
Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor 1 (D), 2 (D), I (A), 
2 (A), Tr. 1, 2, Trn 1, 2, 3, Cimb, Timp 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.2/ 8 
No. 8 ("A festa, a festa liguri") 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, 
Cl 1, 2, Fg I, 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, 
2, Trn 1, 2, Ofc, Cassa, Timp 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Frag/ MS Parts/ I-PLc.2 
No. 10 ("Sento avvampar nell'anima") 
Prin. Orch: Gabriele, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, 
Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor 1, 
2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn 1, 2, 3, Ofc, Timp 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Frag/ I-Nc.2/ 6 
PRINTED PARTS 
1857 Version 
Orch: Ve/ Cb 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 29503, 92 p 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Parts/ S5/ I-PLc/ I 
MS ARRANGEMENT (selection) 
Flute and Orchestra 
No. 1 (1857 Version) 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl 1, 2, 
Fg 1, 2, Cor 1, 2, 3, 4, Tr I, 2, Trn I, 
2, 3, Ofc, Vie, Ve, Cb 
Source: I-PLcon 
ATVS: Frag/MS Parts/ I-PLc.2 
43 
STIFFELIO 
MS ORCH SCORES (3 complete) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/ S8/ A-Wn 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: M 1500.V48S8 
as Guglielmo Wellingrode 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: M 1500.V48S8 1855/ c.l 
Sinfonia (3) 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Mc.4/ 7 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/MS score/I-PLc 
Source: I-Tf 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Taf.1 /9 
No. 6 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.I 
MS PV SCORE (selections) 
Nos. 1-8 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS parts/ I-PLc.2 
PRINTED PV SCORES (2) 
Publ: Ri / Mil 1852, pl 22941-61, 238 p 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48S8 1850a* 
Source: US-BE 
ATVS: PV score/ US-BE.I 
Publ: Es/ Par, 1856, pl LE 1433, 248 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48S8 1856* 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M l 503.V48S8 1856/ 0versize** 
MS PARTS 
Sinfonia (next 3 entries) 
Orch: Cone, VI I, 2, Vie, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 
1, 2, Cl I, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, 
Trn I, Trn 3, Ofc, Timp 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.2/ 11 
Orch: Cone, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Ott, Fl, Cl 
1, 2, Fg I, 2, Cor I, 2, 3, Tr 1, 2, Trn 1, 2, 
3, Ofc 
Source: I-PLcon 
ATVS: Fragments/ MS score/ I-PLc 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl I, 
2, Fg I, 2, Cor I , 2, 3, 4, Tr 1, 2, Trn I, 2, 
3, Ofc, Timp, G Cassa 
Source: I-PLc;on 
ATVS: Fragments/ MS parts/I-PLc. 1/ 1 
44 
Sinfonia, as Guglielmo Wellingrode 
Orch: Cone, VI 1, 2, Vie, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 
1/ 2, Cl 1/ 2, Fg 1/ 2, Cor 1/ 2, 3/ 4, Tr 1/2, 
Tm 1/ 2, 3/ Cimb, Timp 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.3/ 1 
STIFFELIO/ LA TRA VIA TA 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Piano Solo 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 22922-41 int, 137 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 33.V48S8 1850z* 
LA TRAVIATA 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: Arch/ AUT/ T7/ I-Mr** 
MS ORCH SCORES (4 complete) 
1853 Version (next 3 entries) 
Source: I-Vfen 
AIVS: M 1500.V48T7/ A 
Source: A- W n 
AIVS: MS score/ T7/ A-Wn 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ T7 / I-Mc 
as Violetta 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: MS score/ T7 / I-Ne 
1854 Version (next 2 en tries) 
No. 3 ("Ah fors'e lui") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/ 1-Mc.4 
No. 5 ("Pura siccome un angelo") 
Source: 1-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS score/ 1-PLc 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES: 1854 Version (9) 
Pub I: Ri / Mil pl 21366- 76, 298 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500/ V48/ T7 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: M 1500.V48v.12 
Pub!: Ri / Mil pl 21366- 76, no pg. 
Source: I-Be 
ATVS: PR score/ I-Be 
Source: I-Mr 
ATVS: PR score/ I-Mr/ I 
Pub!: DM/ Nap, pl 1000-18, 293 p 
Source: I-Fe 
A IVS: PR score/ T7 / I-Fe/ I 
Publ: Ri/ Mil 1914, pl 113958, 425 p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48vl5 
Pub!: Ka/ NY, #F367 (rpt of Ri 113958), 109p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48T7 1914a* 
Pub!: Br/ NY, pl 11 (rpt of Ri 11395f), 425 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48T7 1914b 
Pub!: Int/ NY, #1004 (rpt of Ri 113958), 425p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: M 1500.V48vl5 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil pl 125180, 425 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48T7 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil c.1957, rpt 1967, pl PRI 57, 425p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48T7 1957a* 
MS PY SCORE 
1853 Version 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.3/ 4 
PRINTED PY SCORES (20 complete) 
1853 Version (3) 
Pub!: Ptn/ Nap, 1854, pl 11325-780 int, 198p 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48T7 1854a** 
Pub!: CI/ Nap, pl 1651 / 1631-46, 191 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Nc.6/ 5 
Pub!: Or/ Nap, pl 660-93 int, no pg. 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: PY score/ I-Nc.6/ 6 
1854 Version (17) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil pl 25121 / 25092-25109, 246 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
ATVS: M 1503.V48A8 
LA TRAVIATA 
Publ: Ri/Mil pl 25121/25092-25109, 267 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.Y48F7 
Publ: Ri/ Mil pl 29635-52, 276 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/I-Nc.5/3 
Source: US-BE 
AIVS: PY score/US-BE.1/7 
Publ: Ri/Mil rpt 1970, pl 423]4, 249 p 
AIYS: Bobst/+M 1503.Y48T7 
Pub!: Es/Par, pl LE 1519, 276 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIYS: M 1503.Y48G3 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIYS: PY score/GB-Lcg.1/2 
Lang: It-Eng, tr J . Machlis 
Publ: Ri/NY, 1962, pl 108974, 387.P 
AIYS: Bobst/+M 1503.Y48T7 1962 
Lang: It-Eng, tr R . Reece 
Publ: Boo/Lon, 247 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIYS: PY score/I-Fc.1/2 
Lang: It w /ms Eng text 
Publ: Ri/Lon, pl 42314, 249 p, interlv 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIYS: PY score/GB-Lcg.8 
Lang: It-Eng, tr N. MacFarren 
Publ: Sch/NY, 1899/1926, pl 14400, 232 p 
AIYS: Bobst/+M 1503.Y48T7 1899* 
Lang: It-Eng, tr R . & T. Martin 
Publ: Sch/NY, 1961, pl 44878, 232.P 
AIYS: Bobst/ +M 1503.Y48T7 1961 
Lang: It-Ger 
Publ: Hof/ Lei, pl 5704, 229 p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIYS: PY score/US-NYp2 
Source: John Russell Collection 
~~ * 
AIYS: Arch/+M 1503.Y48T7 
Lang: It-Ger, tr W. Felsenstein 
Publ: Ba/Ka, 1961, pl BA 4307a, 322,p 
AIYS: Bobst/ +M 1503.Y48T7 1961/A 
Lang: It-Rus 
Publ: Gut/Mos, pl A5447G, 277 p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIYS: PY score/US-NYp.2/3 
45 
Lang: Fr,as Violetta, tr E.Duprez (next 2 entries) 
Publ: Es/Par, pl LE 1971, 276 p 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIYS: PY score/I-Rsc.4 
Publ: Ben/ Par, pl 1971 (rpt of Es), interlv 
Source: B-Ba 
AIYS: PY score/T7 /B-Ba 
Lang: Ger-It, as Violetta 
Publ: Ri/Mil pl 108974, 387 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIYS: PY score/I-Fn.8 
No. 2 ("Libiamo, libiamo"), 3 ("Ah fors'e Jui"), 4 
("Dei miei bollenti spiriti"), 6 ("Di Provenza ii 
mar"), 8 ("Addio de! passato"), 10 ("Parigi o 
cara"), 11 ("Prendi, quest'e l'immagine") 
Publ: Cl/Nap, pl 1733-45 int 
Source: I-Ne 
AIYS: PY score/I-Nc.6/3 
No. 2 ("Libiamo, libiamo"), 3 ("Ah fors'e lui che 
l'anima"), 5 ("Pura siccome un angelo": 
original version), Dei miei bollenti spiriti"), 6 
("Di Provenza ii mar"), 8 ("Addio del passato"), 
10 ("Parigi o cara"), 11 ("Prendi, quest'e 
l'immagine") 
Pu bl: Tra/Nap, pl 4102-58 int 
Source: I-Ne 
AIYS: PY score/I-Nc.6/4 
No. 2 ("Libiamo, libiamo") 
Lang: Fr, as Violetta , tr E. Duprez 
Publ: Es/Par, pl LE 2084, 5 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIYS: PY score/I-Nc.6/1 
No. 5 ("Pura siccome un angelo") 
Pub!: Or/Nap, pl 365, 4 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIYS: PY score/l-Nc.6/2 
No. 5 ("Purasiccome un angelo"), 6 ("Di Provenza 
ii mar": incomplete) 
Pub!: CB/Lon, pl 6302, 4 p 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIYS: PY score/GB-Lcg.2 
No. 10 ("Parigi o cara") 
Pub!: Mil/Lon, pl 3838, 7 p 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIYS: PY score/GB-Lcg.2 
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MS PARTS 
Prin. Orch. Stage: Giuseppe, Barone, Commisario 
e Servo, Annina, Dottore; Tm I, 2, Basso, 
Ofc, VI I (stage), Vie 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ T7/ GB-Lcg.l- .2 
Stage: Banda Parts 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ T7/ US-NYmet/ 19 
Lang: Fr, as Violetta, tr E. Duprez 
Orch: Fl, Ob, Cl, Fg, Cor 1/2, Cor 3/ 4, Tr 1, 2, 
Tm 1, 2, 3, Ofc/ Serp, Timp, G Cassa, Tmbl/ 
Tri, VI 1, 2, V1e, V c/ Cb, Cb 1; VI 1, 2, Vie 
(last three from a different set of parts) 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ T7/ B-Ba.l-.2 
No. 1 ("Preludio"), 8 ("Addio del passato") 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Fl, Ob, Ob I (No. 8) Cl, 
Cor 1/ 2, Fg 1/ 2 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Fc.1 / 9-10 
No.1-2 ("Preludio"/ "Libiamo, libiamo"), 7 ("Avrem · 
lieta di maschera la festa") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl , Ott, Ob, 
Cl, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Tm 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.I - 1-Pi.2 
No. 2 ("Libiamo, libiamo") 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob, Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2, Cor 
1/ 2, 3/ 4, Timp, VI 1,2, Cb, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve, Cb, 
Ob 1,2, Cor 3/ 4, Tr 1,2, Trn 1/2,3, Ofc, Cassa 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS parts/ I-PLc.2 
No. 3 ("Ah fors'e Jui": next 4 entries) 
Orch: VI 1,2, Vie, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, 
Fg 1,2, Cor 1/2, 3/ 4, Tr 1,2, Tm 1,2/ 3, Ofc 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS parts/ I-PLc.2 
Transposed Fm to Dm 
Orch: Fl 1/ 2, Ob 1/ 2, Cl 1/ 2, Fg 1/2, Ctt 1/ 2, Trn 
1/ 2, Tr 1/2, Tm 1/2, Ofc 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ T7 / GB-Lcg.2/4 
Transposed Fm to Ebm 
Orch: Tm B, Ofc 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ T7 / GB-Lcg.2/ 5 
No. 3 ("Ah, fors'e Jui"; cont'd) 
Transposed Fm to Em 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/T7 / GB-Lcg.2/ 6 
LA TRAVIATA 
No. 4 ("Dei miei bollenti spiriti": next 2 entries) 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Vie, Cl, Ob, Ott, 
Fg I, 2, Fl, Cor 2, I, Tr I, 2, Tm 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.5 / 2 
Transposed Eb to E 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Fg 1/ 2 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/T7 / GB-Lcg.2/ 7 
No. 5 ("E' grave ii sacrifizio") transposed Fm to Em, 
6 ("Di Provenza ii mar") transposed Db to C 
Orch: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Fl 1 / 2, Ob 1 / 2, Cl 1 /2, 
Fg 1/2 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ T7 / GB-Lcg.2/2,3 
No. 10 ("Parigi o cara": next 3 entries) 
Orch: VI 1, Vie, V c, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS parts/ 1-PLc.2 
Orch: Cl 
Source: 1-Tn 
AIVS: Fragments/ L9/ I-Tn 
Transposed Ab to G 
Orch: Fl 1 / 2, Ob 1 /2, Cl 1 /2, Fg I /2, Tr 1 / 2, 
Tm 1/2, Tm B, Ofc, VI 1,2 , Vie, Ve/ Cb 
Source: GB-Leg 
ATVS: Parts/ T7 / GB-Lcg.2/ 8 
PRINTED PARTS 
Orch. Coro: Tm 1/2, TB, VI 1, 2 (w/ ms), Vie 
(w/ ms), Ve (w/ ms) , Cb (w/ms) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 21545 , 21555, 21334-7 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/ T7 / GB-Leg.I 
Orch: Vl 1,2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Ob 1/2, Fl/ Ott, Cl 1/ 2, 
Fg 1/2, Cor 1/ 2, 3/ 4, Tr 1,2, Tm 1/ 2,3/ Serp, 
Timp, G Cassa, Nae, Arpa, Vie, Tri, Arpa 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 21334-50 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/ T7 / US-NY met 
LA TRA VIA TA/IL TROY A TORE 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 2 entries) 
No. 2 ("Libiamo, libiamo"), 3 ("Ah fors'e lui") 
Parts: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, 
Ob, Cl 1, Ob(# 3), Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn 
AIVS: #2: Fragments/1-Pi.2; #3: 1-Pi.5 
No. 10 ("Parigi o cara") 
Parts: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, Ob, 
Cl, Cor 1, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn 
AIVS: Fragments/1-Pi.2 
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"Fantasy for Arpa": No. 3 (Ah fors'e lui") arr by 
Scotti 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Mc.4/9 
Piano Solo 
Publ: Ri/Mil 1944, pl 4222~, 126 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 33.V48R4 
"Variation" (Inserted dance music , not by Verdi) 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: Parts/T7 /GB-Leg.I 
IL TROVA TORE 
AUTOGRAPH SKETCH FRAGMENT 
From Act IV 
Source: 1-Mmt 
AIVS: Frag/1-Mmt 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: Arch/AUT/T8/l-Mr** 
MS ORCH SCORES (14 complete) 
Source: A-Wn 
AIVS: MS score/T8/A-Wn 
Source: GB-Lb! 
AIVS: MS score/ T8/ GB-Lbl 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: MS score/T8/GB-Lcg 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: MS score/T8/I-Bc 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: MS score/T8/I-Fc 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/T8/I-Mc.I 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/T8/I-Mc.2 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/T8/l-Nc.I 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/T8/I-Nc.2 
Source: 1-Rsc (2 different scores on reel) 
AIVS: MS score/T8/I-Rsc 
Source: US-Bm 
AIVS: MS score/T8/US-Bm 
Source: US-We (reduced orch)FI, els, 2hn, 2 
cornets, trb, str 1893 
ATVS: MS score/T8/US-Wc.l/l 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/T8/US-Wc.l/2 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/T8/US-Wc.2 
Lang: Fr, as Le trouvere, tr E. Pacini 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: MS score/T8/F-Pn 
Act I and part of Act II 
Source: US-We 
AIVS: MS score/T8/EU 
Act IV (minus final six pages) 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Fragments/I-Nc.3/3 
No. 2 ("Tacea la notte placida") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/I-Mc.3/2 
No. 6 ("Mal reggendo"), 12 ("D'amor sull'ali rosee"), 
13 ("Mira di acerbe lagrime") 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/1-Mc.4/ I 0-12 
Lang: Fr, as Le trouvere, tr E. Pacini 
"Ballabile" 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: MS score/T8 (frag)/GB-Lcg 
4S 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (5) 
· Publ: Ri & Luc/Mil, 595 p 
Source: US-NYp 
AIVS: PR score/US-NYp.I 
Publ: Ri/Mil, 675 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M I500.V4STS 
Publ: Ri/Mil I9I3, pl Il3957, 445 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PR score/I-Mc 
Source: US-We 
ATVS: M I500 .V4Sv.I5 
Publ: Ka/ NY, #F27S, I I2 p (rpt of Ri I 13957) 
ATVS: Bobst/+M I500.V4STS 
Publ: Ri / Mil I955, pl PRI5S, 445 P. 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V4S .TS 1955 
MS PY SCORES (selections) 
No. 7 ("''II balen de! suo sorriso") 
AIVS: Fragments/ TS 
No. 14 ("Si .. .la stanchezza m'opprime o figlio") 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: Fragments/ TS/I-Ne 
PRINTED PV SCORES {19 complete) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil pl 24S42-63, 252 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
ATVS: M I503.V4SMI2 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil pl 24S42-63, 257 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M I503 .V4SF7 
Source: I-Mr 
ATVS: PY score/ I-Mr.I 
Pub I: Ri/ Mil pl 29406-27 , 256 p 
Source: I-Mc 
ATVS: PV score/ I-Mc.2/ 2 
Publ: Ri / Mil , pl 423I5 , 252 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
ATVS: PV score/ l-Fn.8/ 2 
Publ: Ri / Mil , rpt I97I, pl 423I~, 252 p 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M I503.V4STS B 
Publ: Ptn / Nap, pl IOS69-I09S7 int, I95 p 
Source: 1-PAi 
AIVS: M I503 .V4SR4 
IL TROY A TORE 
Publ: Cla/ Nap, pl I325-44, IS9 p 
Source: I- P Ai 
AIVS: M I503.V4SR4 
Publ: Or/ Nap, pl 634-49, I96 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Nc.3/3 
Publ: Es/Par, IS54, pl LE I445 , 256 p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/+M I503 .V4STS* 
Lang: It-Eng, tr C. Jefferys 
Publ: Ri/ Mil rpt I96S, pl I09460, ~7S p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M I503.V4STS I96S 
Lang: It-Eng, tr T . Barker 
Publ: Dit/ Bos, I S4 p 
Source: US-NYp 
ATVS: PY score/ US-NYp.2/ 5 
Source: US-BE 
AIVS: PY score/ US-BE.I/2 
Lang: It-Eng, tr E. Dent 
Publ: Boo/ Lon, I960, pl I67 I2, 250.P 
AIVS: Bobst/ + M I503 .V4STS I960 
Lang: It-Eng, tr anon (next 3 entries) 
Publ: Boo/Lon, 237 p., w/ms 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PV score/ GB-Leg.I 
Publ: Boo/ Lon, 20S p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PV score/ I-Nc.5/ 4 
Publ: Ka/ NY, pl 64SS, 239 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ + M 1503.V4STS A* 
Lang: Ger-It 
Publ: Cr/ Ham, pl IS739 
Source: F-Part 
AIVS: PY score/ TS/ F-Part 
Lang: Ger-It, as Der Troubadour, tr H. Proch 
Publ: Ri/ Mil pl I08975, 374 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
ATVS: PY score/ 1-Fn.S/ 3 
Lang: Eng, as The Troubadour, tr N . Macfarren 
Pub!: Nov/ Lon , 204 p 
Source: I-Vfen 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Vfen/ 2 
IL TROY A TORE 
1857 Version (2) 
Lang: Fr, as Le trouvere, tr E. Pacini 
Pub!: Ben/ Par, pl LE 1648, 312 p * 
AIVS: Rare/ + M 1503.V48T8 1857A 
No. 14 
Lang: It-Eng, tr C. Jefferys 
Pub!: Jef/ Lon, 6 p 
Source: GB-Leg 
AIVS: PY score/GB-Lcg.3 
MS PARTS 
Part: VI Pr 
Source: US-Pru 
AIVS: Parts/ T8/US-Pru 
No. 12 ("D'amor sull'ali rosee") 
Parts: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: Fragments/I-Rsc/5 




AIVS: MS score/ T8/B-Ba 
Parts: Ob, Cl, Fg, Cor 1/2, 3/4, Ctt 1,2, Tr 1,2, 
Trn 1/2,3, Ofc, Timp, G Cassa, Tri, Tmbl/Tri, 
Camp, Arpa, VI 1,2, Vie, V c, Cb; V c, Vie, VI 1,2 
(last four parts from different set) 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/ T8/ B-Ba/ 1-4 
Ballet music 
Parts: Tr 1,2, Ctt 2, Trn 1/2, 3, Ofc, Timp, Tamb, 
Tri, G Cassa, VI 1,2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Ott,A,Ob 1,2, 
Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2, Cor 1,2,3,4, Tr 1,2, Tr, Tm 1,2, 




Orch. Stage: VI I, Fl/Ott, Ob 1/2, Cl 1/2, Fg 1/2, 
Cor 1/2, 3/4, Tr 1/2, Trn 1/2, 3/Cimb, Timp, 
Cassa, Cor (stage) 
Pub!: Ri/Mil, pl 21280, 21293-21309 int 
Source: US-NYmet 
AIVS: Parts/T8/US-NYmet 
Orch. Stage: Ob 1/2 (inc), Trn 1/2, Timp, Tri, 
Camp (stage), Tamb (stage), Cassa, VI 1, 
Ve/ Cb, VI 2, Vie 
Publ: Ri/Mil, pl 21280-3, 21300-07 int. 
Source: US-Pru 
AIVS: Parts/ T8/US-Pru 
Lang: Fr, as Le trouvere 
Coro: S/ A, T /B 
Pub!: Ri, pl 48525A-26A 
Source: B- Ba 
AIVS: MS score/R4/B-Ba.l/2 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 3 entries) 
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No. 1 ("All'erta! All'erta!"), 2 ("Tacea la notte 
placida"), 11 ("Ah si ben mio"), 12 ("D'amor 
sull'ali rosee") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, Ob, 
Cl, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
ATVS: Fragments/l-Pi.2/5-9,1 
No. 4 ("Stride la vampa"), 9 ("Or co'dadi ma fra 
poco") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, Ob, 
Cl, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
ATVS: Fragments/I-Pi.3/ I 0-11 
No. 13 ("Mira di acerbe lagrime") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Fl, Ott, Ob, 
Cl, Cor I, 2, Tr I, 2, Trn 
Source: I-Pi 
ATVS: Fragments/T-Pi.2/5-9,1 
Harp Fantasy by A. Scotti 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/I-Mc.4/14-15 
Piano Fantasy by G. Ferrarese 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/I-Mc.4 
Variations for Piano, by Giannini 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/1-Mc.4/ 17 
Bagatella for Piano, by Mazzone 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: Fragments/1-Mc.4/ 18 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Piano Solo 
Publ: Ri/Mil 1944, pl 42223..i 128 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+ M 33.V48R4 
50 LES VEPRES SICILIENNES 
LES VEPRES SICILIENNES 
AUTOGRAPH SKETCH FRAGMENT 
No. 4 "E toi Palerme" 
Source: F-Po 
AIVS: AUT/MISC/F-Po/2 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: Arch/ ML/ 96/.5 / V4/ a/v.1&2** 
MS ORCH SCORES (7 complete) 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: MS score/ V4/ B-Ba 1-2 
Source: F-Pn 
AIVS: MS score/ V4 / F-Pn 
Source: GB-Lbl 
AIVS: M 1500. V 48V 4/ ms.34235 
Lang: It, as I vespri siciliani 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: MS score/ V4/ I-Mc 
Lang: It, as Giovanna de Guzman 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ V4/ I-Nc.I 
Lang: It, as Batilde di Turenna, tr E. C[aimo?] 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: MS score/ V4/ I-Nc.2 
as I vespri siciliani 
Sinfonia 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Fc.3/2 
as Giovanna de Guzman (next 3 entries) 
Sinfonia (2) 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Fc.3/ 3 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.4/ 3 
No. 7 ("Tarantella") 
Source: I- Ne 
AIVS: Fragments/ 1-Nc.4 
No. 15 ("La brise souffle") 
Source: I-Pi 
ATVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.6/ 6 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2 complete) 
Lane:: It, as I vespri siciliani (next 2 entries) 
Publ: Ri/Mil pl 259, 99589-A, 772 p 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48V4 
Source: US-NYp (missing Sinfonia) 
AIVS: PR score/ US-NYp.2 
Publ: Ka/ NY, no. A4616, (rpt.of Ri pl 99589) 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1500.V48V4 
Sinfonia (2) 
Publ: Ri / Mil 1951, pl PR 259, 57 p 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1004.V48V4 1951* 
Publ: Eu/ Lon, pl EE 3795, 70 p 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1004.V48V4* 
PRINTED PY SCORES (9 complete) 
Pub I: Es/ Par, 1855, pl LE 1500, 415 p 
AIVS: Rare/ +M 1503.V48V4 1855* 
Publ: Es/ Par, pl LE 1578; 1578/ 1583, 
(incl. alternate No. 11 ), 409 p 
Source: I-Mc 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mc.2/ 3 
Lang: It, as Giovanna de Guzman, tr E . C[aimo?] 
Publ: Ri/ Mil pl 28116-50, 482 p 
Source: I-PAi 
ATVS: M 1503.V48A8 
Lane:: It, as I vespri siciliani (3) 
Publ: Ri / Mil pl 30541-70, 414 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ l-Fn .9/ 2 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 50278, 409 p 
Source: 1-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ l-Fn.9/ 1 
Source: John Russell Collection 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48V4* 
Publ: Ri / Mil rpt 1970, rev 1944, pl 50278, 
409 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1503.V48V4 1944* 
Lang: It, as I vespri siciliani, tr E. C(aimo?) 
Publ: Cla/ Nap, pl 2180-2214, 361 p 
Source: I-Mr 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Mr.I 
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Lang: It, as I vespri siciliani, tr E. C. 
Pub!: Ptn/ Nap, pl 11965-12080 int, 345 p 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Nc.4/ 1 
Source: I-PAi 
AIVS: M 1503.V48L8 1851 
Lang: It, as II vespro siciliano, tr E. C. 
Pub!: Ori/Nap, pl 696-734 int, 397 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/I-Fc.6/1 
No. 11 Alternate Romance written by Verdi for 
Villaret ("A toi que j'ai cherie") 
Pub!: lnediti per Tenore, P. Spada,ed, Ri / Zer 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1495.V48I4 
MS PARTS 
Orch. Stage. Coro: Fl, Ob, Cl, Fg, Cor 1/ 2, 3/4, 
Ctt, Tr, Tm A, Tm T, Tm B, Ofc, Timp, Ptti, G 
Cassa, Tri, Arpa, Tamb (stage), Camp (stage), 
VI 1, 2, Vie, Ve/Cb, Cb, Maestro de! Coro, S, 
A, T, B, Ballet repetiteur 
Source: B-Ba 
AIVS: Parts/V4/ B-Ba 
Lang: It, as Giovanna de Guzman (next 7 items) 
Orch: VI 2, Cassa 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/MS parts/ I-PLc.2 
Sinfonia (4) 
Orch: Cone, VI 1,2, Vie, Ott, Fl, Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg 
1,2, Cor 1,2,3,4, Tr 1,2, Tm 1,2,3,Ctt 1,2, Ofc, 
Ofc 1/2, Tamb, G Cassa, Timp,Vc, Cb 
Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.4/ 2 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, V c, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob I, 2, Cl 1, 
2, Cor 1/2, 3/ 4, Tr 1, 2, Ctt 1, 2, Trn 1/ 2, 3, 
Cimb, Fg 1, 2, Tamb, Cassa, Timp 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/MS parts/I-PLc.1 / 4 
Orch: VI l ,2, Vie, Cl 1,2, Cor I / 2, Ctt 1,2, Tr I, 2, 
Ofc, Timp 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/MS parts/I-PLc.1 / 10 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, Ve, Cb, Ott , Fl, Ob I , 2, CI 1, 
2, Fg 1, 2, Cor 1/2, 3/ 4, Tr, Tm 1/ 2, Cimb 
Source: I- PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS parts/ I-PLc.1/13 
No. 4 ("O tu Palermo") 
Orch: VI l,Vle,Vc,Ott, Fl,Ob 1,2, Cl 1,2, Fg 1,2, VI 
2, Cb, Cor 1/2,3/4,Tr 1,2, Ctt 1,2,Trn 1/2, Ofc 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS parts/I-PLc.1 
No. 9 ("Quanto al mio sen per te parlava") 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vle, V c, V c/ Cb, Cb, Ott, Fl, Ob I, 2, 
Cl 1, 2, Fg 1, 2, Cor 1/2, 3/ 4, Tr 1, 2, Ctt I, 
2, Tm I /2, 3, Ofc, Timp 
Source: I-PLcon 
AIVS: Fragments/ MS parts/I-PLc.1 / 12 
Sinfonia as I vespri siciliani 
Orch: VI Pr, G Cassa, Tamb, Timp, Trn 3/Serp,Trn 
1/2, Tr I, 2, Ctt I , 2, Cor 3/ 4, 1/2,CI 2, I, Fl , 
Ob 2, 1, Cb, V c/Cb, Vie, VI 2,Fg 1, 2, Ott, VI I 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.6/ 4 
No. 9 ("Ballabili") as II vespro siciliano 
Orch: VI I, 2, Vie, Cb, Arpa, Ott, Fl, Ob 1, 2, Cl I, 
2, Fg 1,2, Cor 1/2, 3/4, Tm 1,2,3, Ctt 1,2, Ofc 
Source: I- Ne 
AJVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.4/ 4 
MS ARRANGEMENTS (selections) 
Reduced Orchestrations (next 2 entries) 
No. 7 ("Viva la guerra"), as Giovanna de Guz man 
Orch: VI Pr, VI 1, 2, Vie, V c/ Cb, Cb, Fl 1, 2, Cl, 
Ob, Cor 1, 2, Tr 1, 2, Tm 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/I-Pi.4/ 1 
No. 14 ("Merce dilette amiche"), 15 ("La brezza 
aleggia intomo") 
Orch: VI Pr, VI I, 2, Vie, Ve/ Cb, Cb, Fl 1, Ott, Ob, 
Cl, Cor 1, 2, (Tr I, 2, Tm in #14] 
Source: I-Pi 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Pi.3 
ADAGIO DEL MAESTRO VERDI 
MS ORCH SCORE 
First page only: Autograph [?) 
Source: Luciano Bonini Collection 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Bonini 
MS ORCH PARTS 
Orch: Vin 2, B, B2, Fl 2, Cor 1 
Source: Luciano Bonini Collection 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Bonini 
52 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: US-NYpm 
AIVS: Arch/ Frag/ US-NYpm. l ** 
MS SCORE AND PARTS 
Source: 1- PAc 
AIVS: Vocal Score/ 1-PAc 
NON-OPERA TIC WORKS 
ARIA: "lo la vidi" 
PRINTED PY SCORE 
Publ: lnediti per Tenore, P. Spada, ed, Zer/ Mil 
1977 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1495.V4814* 
AVE MARIA 
PRINTED PY SCORE 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 46854, 6p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ l-Fc.6/ 3 
INNO DELLE NAZIONI 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: GB-Lbl 
-- ** AIVS: Arch/ ML 96.5.V4815 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (2) 
Pu bl: Ri / Mil , pl 1007 51, 32 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PR score/ 1-Fc/ 4 
Pub!: Kai/Mia, pl A 7167, 101 p * 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1530.V4815 1900z 
PRINTED PY SCORES (2) 
Publ: Ri/ Mil , pl 34275, 25 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ I-Fc.6/ 2 
Publ: WTP/ BR, 1988, pl WI 143, 2; p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1533.V4815 1988 
Lang: lt-Fr,Hymne des Nations, tr E.Duprez 
Publ: Es/ Par, pl LE 2147, 27 p 
AIVS: PY score/ 1- Vfen 
NOTTORNO A TRE VOCI 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: 1-Mmt 
ATVS: AUT/ MISC/ I-Mmt/ 11 





AIVS: Arch/ AUT/ 1-Nc** 
MS PY SCORE 
Source: David Stivender Collection 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1620.V48** 
PATER NOSTER 
PRINTED PY SCORE 
Pu bl: Ri/ Mil, pl 46821, 13 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2099.V48174* 
Source: I- Fe 
AIVS: PY score/ I- Fc .6/ 4 
QUARTETTO 
PRINTED SCORES (3) 
Publ: Ri / Mil, pl 44903, 55 p 
Source: I-Be . 
AIVS: PR score/ 1-Bc/ 2 
LES VEPRES SICILIENNES/ NON-OPERATIC WORKS 
Pub!: Es/ Par, pl LE 5611 
Source: GB-Lem 
AIVS: MS score/ R4/ B-Ba.1 / 3 
Pub!: Eu/ Lon, pl EE 1307, 35 p 
AIVS: Bobst/+M 452.V48* 
PRINTED PARTS 
Parts: VI 1, 2, Vie, V c 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, pl 44912 
Source: I- Be 
AIVS: PR score/ I-Bc/ 2 
PRINTED ARRANGEMENT 
Score for String Orchestra arrangement 
Pub!: Kai/ BR, 1989, pl A 4543, 41* p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1160.V48S9 1989 
QUATTRO PEZZI SACRI 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (1 complete) 
Pub!: Eu/ Lon, pl E.E. 1000, 14 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2020.V48P5 
Stabat Mater 
Pub!: Pe/ NY, pl 10977, 32 p * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2020.V48P52 
Te Deum 
Pub!: Pe/ NY, pl 10983, 34 p * 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 2020.V48P53 
PRINTED PV SCORE 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 101729, 67p 
Source: John Russell Collection 
ATVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48P5* 
Source: GB-Lbbc 
AIVS: PY score/ GB - Lbbc.3 
REQUIEM 
AUTOGRAPH FACSIMILE OF ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mmt 
-- ** AIVS: Arch/ AUT/ R3/ I-Mmt.2 
"Te decet hymnus" 
Source: I-Be 
AIVS: AUT Fragments/ R3/ I-Bc 
MS ORCH SCORE 
Source: George Martin Collection 
AIVS: M 1500.V48T7 
PRINTED ORCH SCORES (4) 
Pub!: Ri/ Mil, 1913, pl 113956, 278 p 
Source: I-Fe 
AIVS: PR Score/ 1-Fc/ 3 
Pub!: Ri / Mil, rpt 1980, pl PR160, i78 p. 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 2010.V48R3 1964 
Pub!: Eu/ Lon, pl EE4864, 2~4 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ M 2010.V48R3 
Publ: Ka/ NY, pl L 391, 204 p * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2010.V48R3/ A 
PRINTED PV SCORES (7 complete) 
Publ: Es/ Par, pl LE 3382, 229 p. 
Source: 1-Nn 
ATVS: PY score/ 1-Nn/ 5 
Publ: Ri / Mil , 1971, pl 44004,)29 p 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 2013 .V48R3 
Lang: Lat-Ger, tr M. Roeder 
Publ: Ri/ Mil, pl 44358 , 216 p 
Source: I-Fn 
AIVS: PY score/ I- Fn.9/ 3 
Source: John Russell Collection 
ATVS: Arch/ +M 1503.V48R3* 
Lang: Lat-Ger, tr K . von Solden 
Pu bl: Pe/ Frk, 1937, pl 10962, 144 ti· 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2013 .V48R3 1937 
Lan2: Lat-Eng, tr C. Kenney (2) 
Pub!: Ri / Lon, pl 44235, 218 p * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2013.V48R3/ A 
Publ: Sch/ NY, 1895, pl 10447 , 211,p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2013 .V48R3 1895 
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54 NON-OPERA TIC WORKS 
"Liber scriptus": First Version 
Publ: Es/ Par, pl LE 3382 * 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 2014.V48R3 
SONGS 
AUTOGRAPH PV SCORE 
"Fiorellin": Page of MS text in Piave's hand and MS 
score in Verdi's hand 
Source: 1-TSmt 
AIVS: Arch/ +M 1620.V48F** 
MS PV SCORES 
"Ad una stella", "Due lagrime", "La seduzione" 
Source: I-Ne 
ATVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.3 / 5,6,9 
Selected Songs: "Quattro duetti sacri", "Nottorno a 
3 voci", Chi i bei di m'adduce ancora", "L'Aban-
donee", "La preghiera del poeta", "II brigadin", 
"Pieta, Signore" 
Source: MS copy by David .~tivender 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 1620.V48 
PRINTED PV SCORES 
Album di Giuseppe Verdi: "II tramonto" , "La zin-
gara", "Ad una stella", "Lo spazzacamino", "II 
mistero", "Brindisi" 
Publ: Gir/ Nap 
ATVS: PV score/ Songs/ 1-Rsc 
Composiz ioni da Camera: "L'esule", "La seduzi-
one", II poveretto", "Stornello", "Non t'accostone 
all'urna", More, Elisa, lo stanco poeta", In so Ii ta 
stanza", "Nell'orror di notte oscura", "Perduta ho 
la pace", "Deh, prestoso, ah Addolorata", "II tra-
monto", "La zingara", "Ad una stella", "Lo spazza-
camino", "II mistero", "Brindisi" 
Publ: Ri / Mil , 1968, pl 123381 , J9 p 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1620.V481968 
Six Melodies par Giuseppe Verdi: "Ad una stella", 
"II tramonto", "La zingara", "II mistero", "Lo 
spazzacamino", "Brindisi" 
Publ: BC/ Par 
Source: 1-Rsc 
AIVS: PY score/ Songs/ 1-Rsc/ I 
MS ARRANGEMENT 
"II poveretto" for Flute and Piano 
. Source: I-Ne 
AIVS: Fragments/ I-Nc.2/ 10 
"SINFONIA DEL MAESTRO VERDI" 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: I-Mmt 
ATVS: AUT/ Misc/ 1-Mmt 
MS ORCH PARTS 
Orch: VI Pr, Ve, Cb, Cl 2 
Source: Luciano Bonini Collection 
ATVS: Fragments/ I-Bonini 
TANTUM ERGO 
AUTOGRAPH ORCH SCORE 
Source: 1-Mmt 
AIVS: AUT/ Misc/ I-Mmt/ 12 
Publ: Pe/ Frk, cl937, pl 10962, 144 p 
ATVS: Bobst/ +M 2013.V48R3 1937* 
PRINTED PY SCORE 
Publ: Inediti per Tenore, Spad~, ed, Ri / Zer 1977 
AIVS: Bobst/ +M 1495.V4814 
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